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   Recent development in low-temperature measurement techniques and the so-called 
nanostructure technology enables us to study low-dimensional magnetism in mesoscopic 
magnetic systems. Among others, dynamics of a domain wall in a ferromagnet has at-
tracted much attention both theoretically and experimentally, because it is expected to 
exhibit its quantum-mechanical aspects at sufficiently low temperatures. A domain wall 
contains a (semi-)macroscopic number of spins with its width being typically 10  ti 1000 
A. Hence, if its quantum-mechanical behavior was found, it would be one evidence for 
macroscopic quantum phenomena (MQP). To list just a few of the theoretical works about 
possible MQP involving such a domain wall;depinning of a domain wall via macroscopic 
quantum tunneling (MQT), coherent tunneling though a periodic pinning potential, and 
macroscopic quantum coherence (MQC) of the chirality. Existing theories for such phe-
nomena based on microscopically derived effective actions which are described by relevant 
collective degrees of freedom, namely, center position and chirality of the domain wall by 
use of the spin coherent state path integral in the continuous-time formalism. However, 
this formalism has fundamental difficulties. Furthermore, it is liable for confusion con-
cerning the interpretation of these collective degrees of freedom. Hence, as yet, there is 
no microscopic theory of the quantum dynamics of the domain wall. In this thesis, we 
present a first step to clarify these problems and construct the microscopic theory of the 
quantum dynamics of the domain wall by use of the spin coherent state path integral in 
the proper discrete-time formalism. We mainly focus upon a "free domain wall" and eval-
uate real-time transition amplitude. This is the first case of an unambiguous evaluation 
of such amplitude via the spin coherent state path integral as applied to an interacting 
many-spin system. 
  This thesis is organized as follows. First, we review spin coherent state and its path 
integral formalism. The definition and the properties of the spin coherent state are pre-
sented. Using a simple example with a spin under a constant magnetic field, we point out 
problems of the continuous-time formalism and show how to eliminate these problems by 
the proper discrete-time formalism of it. 
  Second, we proceed to the main parts of this thesis. Using spin coherent state, we 
derive a domain wall configuration from the Heisenberg Hamiltonian augmented by the 
longitudinal anisotropy and construct the "domain wall state" in order to evaluate the 
transition amplitude. The transverse anisotropy is also considered later when the effective 
action is derived;we show that this term crucially contributes to the dynamics of the 
domain wall. Noting two kinds of translational and rotational invariance possessed by 
the system, we prepare for the introduction of two collective degrees of freedom, namely 
center position and chirality of the domain wall. 
  Using the Faddeev-Popov technique in the spin coherent state path integral, we in-
troduce collective degrees of freedom and eliminate the zero-modes, which comes from 
two kinds of invariance. We then derive effective actions for collective degrees of freedom 
and the  "environment"  . The measure of the path integration is derived as well. It is 
shown that these actions are formally identical to that of the (boson-)coherent state path 
integral. Furthermore, we present the equivalence of the domain wall and a Bloch parti-
cle;the "domain wall state" can be consistently regarded as the coherent state of the Bloch 
particle. Then, the center position and the chirality of the domain wall are interpreted 
as the position coordinate and the periodic momentum of the Bloch particle. It is also
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shown that the transverse anisotropy plays a role in the dispersion relation of the energy 
band for the domain wall. Some problems with the interpretation of collective degrees of 
freedom in the literature are pointed out. 
  From these effective actions, we evaluate transition amplitude by use of stationary 
action approximation. To begin with, we pay attention only to the collective degrees 
of freedom. Two situations, namely "free domain wall" and "pinned domain  wall", are 
considered. In the former case, the wave packet of the domain wall spreads over when the 
dispersion relation with the energy band can be approximated to that of a free particle. 
However, in a special case that the dispersion relation has a linear form, the wave packet 
does not spread. In the later case, "pinned domain  wall", it exhibits an analogue of small 
oscillation as a particle in a harmonic potential. 
  In chapter 6, we evaluate the effect of environment in the case of the free domain 
wall. It is understandable through the proportion of the transverse and the longitudinal 
anisotropies;a. in the case of  a  << 1, we can take the adiabatic limit. The effect of 
the environment is negligible. In the case of  a  r. 1, the characteristic time scale of the 
environment is comparable with that of collective degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, the 
domain wall with zero-velocity is not affected by the environment. While, the quantum 
property of the moving domain wall is suppressed by the environment. 
  Finally, we conclude this thesis with a summary and remarks. Appendixes present 
various detailed calculations of the main text.
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How does one understand whether a system with many degrees of freedom can be well 
described by the quantum mechanics from the theoretical point of view? In order to do 
so, one needs to construct a microscopic theory and evaluate the quantum-mechanical 
time evolution. Though a (semi-)phenomenological theory can say how a macroscopic 
system behaves quantum mechanically, it can not say why it should behave quantum 
mechanically. Well, I think that the method of collective degrees of freedom is one of 
the most suitable method in order to construct such a microscopic theory because it may 
reduce macroscopic system to a system described by a few degrees of freedom. Once it 
could be done so, we may extract an analogy or a difference from existing works on a 
simple solvable model. 
  On account of pioneering paper by Leggett in 1980 [1], theoretical and experimental 
works of macroscopic quantum phenomena  (MQP) have been widely carried out [2]-[8]. 
The main intention of works are to verify the superposition between macroscopically 
distinct states. It is very important to discuss the foundation of quantum mechanics [1]. 
This state could be realized by use of tunneling phenomenon. So, macroscopically distinct 
states could be described that a state is localized in a well of the double well potential. 
If the transition between two states could occur by quantum tunneling, this state can be 
described by the superposition between macroscopically distinct state. 
  However, in macroscopic system, we can not immediately show what is the tunneling 
variable and how such a state is constructed in many degrees of freedom. Thus, in order 
to answer these questions, we need a microscopic theory to extract such a degree of 
freedom, namely, collective degree of freedom from many degrees of freedom and evaluate 
the quantum-mechanical time evolution of it. Furthermore, we need to evaluate the 
interaction between collective degree of freedom and the other degrees of freedom, which 
are to be called environmental degrees of freedom. Even if we could expect a quantum-
mechanical behavior of a system described by the collective degree of freedom, its quantum 
property could be destroyed by the interaction with the environment. However, there are 
not so many such theories [3, 9] in spite of the expectations for MQP in some systems. 
Hence, construction of microscopic theory for expected MQP is the one of the important 
tasks for the theoretical side.
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1.2 MQP of Magnetic Domain Wall
Recent development in low-temperature measurement techniques and the so-called nanos-
tructure technology enable us to  studY low-dimensional magnetism in mesoscopic mag-
netic systems. Among others, dynamics of a domain wall in a ferromagnet has attracted 
much attention both theoretically and experimentally, because it is expected to exhibit 
quantum-mechanical aspects at sufficiently low temperatures [10, 11,  12}  . A domain wall 
contains a (semi-)macroscopic number of spins, its width being typically 10  ti 1000 A. 
Hence, if its quantum-mechanical behavior was found, it would be one evidence of macro-
scopic quantum phenomena (MQP). To list just a few of the theoretical works about 
possible MQP involving such a domain wall: depinning of a domain wall via macroscopic 
quantum tunneling (MQT) [13]-[16], coherent tunneling though a periodic pinning poten-
tial  [17], and macroscopic quantum coherence (MQC) of the chirality  [17]-[20]. 
  One of the standard procedures to discuss MQP begins by deriving an effective action 
in terms of those collective degrees of freedom which directly describe the tunneling in 
question. In the case of the magnetic domain wall, the relevant collective degrees of 
freedom are the center position and/or the chirality of the wall. Existing works in the 
literature then treat the effective action in the Caldeira-Leggett scheme [21] to evaluate 
the tunneling rate. For depinning of a domain wall via MQT, the effective action described 
by the collective degree of freedom, namely, the center position  Q(t), has been written as 
[10, 12]
 seff[Q] LT= dt  {
 MD
2
 Q2(t) —  Vp(Q(t))} (1.2.1)
where MD is the effective mass for the center position and  Vp(Q) is a pinning potential 
including the effect of an external magnetic field (Fig.  1.1). Since this effective action of 
the domain wall has the same form as that of a particle, we could evaluate the rate of 
the tunneling out of the pinning potential. As for MQC of chirality of a domain wall, the 
effective action described by the collective degree of freedom, namely, the chirality  00(0, 
has been written as [19]
 seff  [00] f3T= dt  {
 M 
---
 o cb02(t) —  vo(oo(t))} (1.2.2)
where  M,/, is the effective mass for the chirality and  V0(00) is a transverse anisotropy 
potential (Fig. 1.2). In this case, since  00(0 can be taken as an analogy of a particle po-
sition, we could evaluate the rate of tunneling between two wells. These effective actions 
were microscopically derived by the frequently used spin coherent state path integral in 
the continuous-time formalism  [22J. However, as noted by some workers [23, 24], this 
formalism has some fundamental difficulties even at the level of a single-spin system when 
one evaluate the transition amplitude. The nature and implication of the difficulties have 
recently been examined in detail [25], where it has been pointed out, among others, that 
the information on the initial and the final states fails to be retained in the transition 
amplitude in question, and that, when combined with the stationary-action approxima-
tion, the stationary value of the action is not always given correctly and the fluctuation 
integral diverges. As emphasized by Leggett [1], in order to check whether MQP (es-
pecially, MQC) have occurred, one should probe a quantum-mechanical time evolution.
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Hence, what is needed on the theoretical side is to evaluate not only tunneling rates but 
also relevant transition amplitude. Since derivation of effective actions such as (1.2.1) or 
(1.2.2) is one of the many steps to evaluate the transition amplitude, existing works in 
the literature are rather ambiguous from a microscopic theoretical point of view . 
  In this thesis, we present a first step to clarify these problems and construct the 
microscopic theory of the domain wall by use of the discrete-time formalism of the spin-
coherent-state path integral. We mainly focus upon a "free domain wall" and evaluate 
real-time transition amplitude. This is the first case of an unambiguous evaluation of such 
amplitude via the spin-coherent-state path integral as applied to an interacting many-spin 
system.
1.3 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 , we review spin coherent state and its path 
integral formalism. The definition and the properties of this state are presented . Using a 
simple model, we point out problems of the continuous-time formalism and eliminate these 
problems by the proper discrete-time formalism. In chapter 3, by use of spin coherent 
state, we derive a domain wall configuration from the Heisenberg Hamiltonian augmented 
by the longitudinal anisotropy and construct the "domain wall state" in order to evaluate 
the transition amplitude. For the transverse anisotropy , we consider late chapter;we show 
that this term crucially contributes to the dynamics of the domain wall . We prepare for 
the introduction of two collective degrees of freedom , namely center position and chirality 
of the domain wall noting two kinds of translational and rotational invariance possessed by 
the system. In chapter 4, we introduce the collective degrees of freedom and eliminate the 
zero-modes by use of Faddeev-Popov technique in the spin coherent state path integral 
and derive the effective actions for collective degrees of freedom and the environment . 
The measure of the path integration is derived as well . We show that these actions are 
formally identical to the (boson-)coherent state path integral. Furthermore, we present 
the equivalence of the domain wall and a Bloch  particle;the "domain wall state" can be 
consistently regarded as the coherent state of the  Bloch particle . Then, the center position 
and the chirality of the domain wall are interpreted into the position coordinate and the 
periodic momentum of the Bloch particle. It is also shown that the transverse anisotropy 
plays a role in the dispersion relation of the energy band for the domain wall. Problems 
for interpretation of collective degrees of freedom in the literature are pointed out; we 
show that effective actions can not be represented in the forms of (1.2.1) or (1.2.2) given 
by previous theories. In chapter 5, we pay attention only to collective degrees of freedom 
and evaluate the transition amplitude on the basis of stationary action approximation . 
Two situations, namely, "free domain wall" and "pinned domain  wall" , are considered. 
In the former case, the wave packet of the domain wall spreads over when the dispersion 
relation of the energy band can be approximated to that of a free particle . However, 
in a special case that the dispersion relation has a linear form , the wave packet does 
not spread. In the later case, "pinned domain  wall"  , it exhibits an analogue of small 
oscillation as a particle in a harmonic potential . In chapter 6, we evaluate the effect 
of environment in the case of the free domain wall . It is understandable through the 
proportion of the transverse and the longitudinal  anisotropies;a. in the case of  a  < 1, 
we can take the adiabatic limit. Then , the effect of the environment is negligible. In the
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case of  a '--' 1, the characteristic time scale of the environment is comparable with that 
of collective degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, the domain wall with zero-velocity is not 
affected by the environment. While, the quantum property of the moving domain wall is 
suppressed by the environment. In chapter 7, we conclude this thesis with a summary and 
remarks on MQT, MQC, and what is more, Bloch oscillations involving a domain wall. 
In appendix A, we present miscellany on spin coherent state. In appendix B, we show 
detailed calculation of effective action. In appendix C, we show calculation of fluctuation 
integral. In appendix D, we perform the integration of environmental degrees of freedom.
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Figure 1.1: Depinning of a quasi-one-dimensional domain wall via MQT.
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Figure 1.2: MQC of chirality
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Chapter 2
Spin Coherent State and 
Spin Coherent State Path Integral
In this chapter, we review spin coherent state and its path integral formula. The properties 
of the spin coherent state are presented in detail. A simple model is discussed to elucidate 
the problems of continuous-time formalism of the path integral.
2.1 Spin Coherent State
2.1.1 Construction of spin coherent state 
The spin coherent state is a quantum state for spin. This state is suitable for a vector 
picture of spin such as magnetic domain wall discussed later. In this section, we consider 
the state representing a single the spin oriented in the arbitrary direction in the spin 
space: 
 In) =  R(9m)1S), (2.1.1) 
where n is a unit vector (n =  el  sin  0 cos  cb  +  e2 sin  9 sin  0 + e3 cos  0),  (0m) is a rotation 
operator for spin  CR(0m):-=  exp(  —Om  • S)), m  = —e1 sin  0 + e2 cos  0, S is the spin 
operator (S  =  el + e2S2 + e3S3), and  IS) is the eigenstate of  83 with eigenvalue  S, 
which is an integer or half-integer.  By  use of the raising and the lowering operators for 
spin (defined by  8+ :=  Sl + iS2, S_ :=  Sl — iS2, respectively), the unitary operator in the 
right-hand side of (2.1.1) is written as 
                   = expO _ —  (*.`+), (2.1.2) 
where  (  ei0  0  /  2. The right-hand side of (2.1.2) can be disentangled by use of the spin 
disentanglement theorem as 
 exp((,§_ —  (*,±) = exp(es,§'_) xp  (2,§3 logcos  —)  exp(—es;+), (2.1.3) 
 2
where  es =  e"4' tan  0/2. The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A.1. Thus, 
 Eq.  (2.1.1) can be represented by the superposition of  1M) with M  =  —S,—S  +  1,  •  - - ,  S  —
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 1,  S:




 (28)!        f sm =(2.1.4b)                      (S — MASM)! 
This is the spin coherent state defined by Radcliffe  [26]. Furthermore, the group theoret-
ical aspects of it is given by Perelomov  [27]. The complex number  5 =  eig' tan 0/2 is the 
Riemann  projection on the complex plane from the south-pole of unit sphere (Fig.  2.1). 
On the other hand, we can also obtain the spin coherent state from rotating the  I —  8) as
S
N
Figure 2.1: Riemann projections on the complex planes. The projection on the  s-plane 
from the south-pole (the upper figure). The projection on the  G-plane from the north-pole 
(the lower  figure).
                           —  7r)m  •  ,.5)1 
In the same manner as before, the rotation operator can be disentangled as 
 fi((0 —  7r)m =  exp(n*,T5+) exp  (-2& logsin  --)  exp(—en,§_), 
 2 where  er, =  el' cot 0/2, which is the Riemann projection on the complex plane 
north-pole of unit sphere (Fig. 2.1). Thus, 







                n •,SU)  =  R(em)e3  -  (Om) 
                  =  /7(ern)&  (0m)11(0m)
                  =  (19m)1 S) 
                     =  Sle). 
Furthermore, for the unit vector  1 = m x n, the expectation value of  1  •  S is 
 (el/  Ele) =  (Slii(Om)/ iSiii‘,f(Om)IS) 
                  =  (S11'  •  EIS) , (1'  el cos  + e2 sin  0) 
                 =  (5`1,11S)  cos  (75  + (S1:921S)  sin  cb 
 =  0 . 
Accordingly, it is shown that the spin coherent state retains  the  following  prc 
classical vector picture: 
 (e1 :511e) = Sn. 
                            12
The spin coherent states  les) and  len) are singular at the south pole  es =  Do and the north 
pole  en =  00, respectively. However, these singularities do not affect the later discussion. 
The relation between  Ies) and  len) can be found by means of the following matrix identity: 
 (  1  z  ( 0  1 1)—z 0 (1  —z-1 
      0 1 )—1 0)z_11)0  —z-1  0  1  ,(2.1.8) 
where z is an arbitrary complex number. This implies 
 exp(z+)exp(i7S2) =  exp(z-1S-_)(—z)23exp(—z-IS+) (2.1.9) 
for arbitrary spin S. This generalization is assured in the group theoretic aspects with 
the Lie algebra  [28]. By use of the above relation, 
 1G) =  (1  +  le.  )- s  exp(c  S±)I—  5) 
        =  (1  +  len  12  )  —1)2s  exP(C+) exp(i7:52) 
           =  (1  +  ICi12)-s(-1)2s  exP(( n*)-1,;;-)(--n*)23  exP(—  (en*)-11+) 
          =  (1  +  l_ri12)-s(-1)2S(  c)25  exp(( n)-1:5,  )1,9) 
 exp(-2i0S)(1 +  le512)-sexp()IS) 
     =  exp(-2i0S)1e5). (2.1.10) 
Hereafter, we use the which is denoted by  le). 
2.1.2 Properties of spin coherent state 
As a beginning, we show that the spin coherent state  le) is the eigenstate of the spin 
operator n  - S.  In order to do this, we note the following relation: 




 e  f ll i   roperty of the
(2.1.14)
However, because this state is a quantum state, it can may differ form the classical vector. 
Let us consider the variance of the operator  S for this state: 
 \('§210  «el:§ =  VS(S  +  1)  —  S2 
           = (2.1.15) 
Hence, the magnitude of the direction cosine of spin vector fluctuates in the magnitude 
of  1/V7S. In the case that the magnitude of spin is the order unity, we can not say that 
the spin surely orients in the direction n. To be able to say so, it is needed that the 
magnitude of spin has to be much larger than unity. 
  The inner product between the different states  le) and are calculated by use of 
(2.1.4a) as 
     (e)  =  (1  +112)-s(1 ITS(2S)! (cc)s_„  (S  + M)!(S — M)!‘ 
 .111—s 
 2S 
                         ()!  (1  + 112)-S + lo2)-S 2S (el)AI 
 (28--M)!M!  /4/=-0 
               (1 +  eT)2s                                                         (2.1.16) 
             (1 +)S(1 ± lel 2)S ' 
which is not zero. However, these states have a resolution of unity: 
 f  <de*  2S  +  1  
 27ri  (1  +2)2(11) (2.1.17   0)
where 
 dOC  1"  f"  d(Re)d(ae)  
                                                          (2.1.18) 
 27ri 
Hence, the spin coherent states form an overcomplete set. The proof of this relation is 
given in Appendix A.2. 
  The matrix element of the spin operators are immediately calculated. The list of these 
are presented in Appendix A.3.
2.2 Spin Coherent State Path Integral 
Path integrals have been widely used in various fields  29]-[32]. Among others, the spin 
coherent state path integral is convenient to evaluate the quantum dynamics of spin. In 
this section, we review this formalism and discuss problems of continuous-time formalism 




1 Path integral formula 
transition amplitude between the initial coherent
 leF) is written as
     13
state  and the final coherent
(2.2.1)
 Now, we slice the time interval into N identical pieces of length  €  TIN , and use 
 the resolution of unity (2.1.17) of each of the discrete times, to express the transition 
amplitude as 
 N -1 N 
         (FIcifisT/h16) =limD fH dPgri, en *)'pen le-"I-"hlen-i), (2.2.2a)                                             N-CX 
 n=1  n=1 
where  leo)  ---  16),  (N1  --  (GI, and, 
                     ckcle* 2S +1
2 (2.2.2b)                dia(e, e* ) := 27ri  (1  + le12)
is the path integration measure. For the infinitesimal transition amplitude , we can rewrite 
the above as 
 (enie-ific/hlen-i) '..'  (enl  1 ff  l&-i) 
      ( 
                      (G1G-1) 1                         (  i€  (erzl-flIn-1))  n•  (en  In-i) 
                        r-'exp[1n(4-7,1en-i) -ie-h((enlMen-1)) , (2.2.3) 
           ((en1ftln-1)):=(nIfilen-i)                                   (
n.1.-1) 
and substitute it into (2.2.2a), to find 
 N-1                                       i
 (eFle-iffT/h6) = lim-k)o fHdbign,c)exP(-S[e* , ei)•(2.2.4) 
            N 
 n=i 
This is the spin coherent state path integral formula in the discrete time formalism . 
The action  S[V,  ] consists two parts,  Sc[*,  ] and  Sdr,  ej, which are to be called the 
canonical term and the dynamical term, respectively . They take the following forms: 
 Sr,  ] =  Sc r,  ] +  Sd[C,  -], (2.2.5a) 
N
 i  Sc[  ,  ] =  E  in(7,1-n_i) 
                                                                          n.--=1 
 N 
                      (1  ±C.'77,-1)2            = S E In(2 .2.5b) 
                           (1 + len12)(1 + leri-112)'                                                n=1 
 N  i 
i              -
h,Sd[C'e]  = -E  f((enLllen-i)). (2.2.5c) 
 n=1 
Here we emphasize that the integration variables are  {C,  ,,,,In =  1,  2,  -  •  • ,  N  -  1};  G  and 
are fixed complex numbers. If one regarded all the differences  le, -  ,rt_il(n = 1,  2,  •  •  • , N)
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as small in some sense and expanded the action to the first order in them, 
obtain (the equality so found is to be denoted by  ) 
       h—SE+n12{(C, —— en-1)} 
 n=1 
 -
h  LE((„ 
 n=1 
In the limit of  E 0, one might go over to the continuous time formalism: 
      (6II)fDU;Vexp(1,7con[*, ]) 
 dtS(t)(t) —*  (t) d0)1         —hS"onre]= f [1  + (t)  12  1  dt  dt 
 «001  (t)))], 
where  DCDe* represents a symbolic measure in the  continuous-time  forma 
formula has been used in most of the literature. However, this has a  fundament 





 f r alism. This 
 da ntal difficulty
2.2.2 Problems of continuous-time formalism 
In order to reveal problems of the continuous formalism, we use the simple example of a 
spin under a constant magnetic field. The Hamiltonian is then given by 
 —  kl):93 (2.2.9) 
The transition amplitude between the initial state  16) and the final state under this 
Hamiltonian can be explicitly solved by use of the following relation: 
 exp(ic.o73),S±  exp(—iwTS3) =  exp(+iwT)S±. (2.2.10) 
Thus, 
 (eFle-ifiT/h16) =  Mexp(icuT3)(1  +1612)-9  exp( 6,1)1S) 
 exp(icuT  S)  (eF  (1  +  1612)-s  exp(6e-i'T1)16) 
                 =  exp(iwTS)(eF 
                    (1 G6e )28                                              iwTS                    e  (2.2.11)                  (1 
+16,2)s(i +1612)2S 
Here, we ask a question. Can the continuous time formalism derive the correct answer 
in the spirit of stationary action approximation? The stationary action approximation, 
which is the most widely used method to evaluate the transition amplitude, is carried out 
in the following manner; 
 • Find the stationary point, which is to be called stationary action path, of the action.
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   • Substitute this path into the action, and evaluate the stationary action. 
   • Perform the integration with respect to fluctuations around the stationary action 
     path. 
Following the above manner, we explain the explicitly solvable example by use of the 
continuous-time formalism. 
  Firstly, we derive the equation of motion of the stationary action path differentiating 
the action (2.2.8) with respect to *(t) and (t): 
 6Scon{C  ,5Sconr  _ 0, (2.2.12)  6e*  (t)  
s  g(t)  s 
where the symbol  Is indicates the replacement  (e*  (t),  0))  (es  (t)  OW after differen-
tiation. Considering the relation 
                           1—C(tg(t)            ((e(t)VICO)) = —hwS
1+''(t)0)(2.2.13) 
we find 
                 s(t)  --icve(t) ,  s(t)  LJes(t), (2.2.14) 
where  • means the differentiation with respect to time t. In order to solve this equation 
correctly, we must impose the boundary conditions 
 es  (0) =  (T) =  G. (2.2.15) 
This should be justified later. In this way, we obtain  the  stationary  action  path: 
 -s(t)  6 e-2wt,  ET)  _  ,;ezw(t-T) (2.2.16) 
The next step is to calculate the stationary action. This is obtained by substituting 
(2.2.16) into the action (2.2.8): 
                           Scson  := scon[e,esi 
               =  hkuT  S (2.2.17) 
Though this value is wrong, we proceed to the next step to integrate out the fluctuations 
around the stationary action path. Let us decompose the original integration variables 
e(t) and  e* (t) into the stationary action path and the fluctuation  7/ and  Tr around it: 
             e(t) =  es  (t) +  ri(t),  e*  (t) =  es  (t) +  77*  (t), (2.2.18a) 
 7/(0)  =  7.1*  (T) = 0. (2.2.18b) 
We put these into the action and expand it up to the second order in the fluctuations: 
 sc.  [es + +  771  s:on +  sc.  [n*  , 71], (2.2.19a) 
                       h fT              Scon [71* =idtrr(t) (—d+ iw)77(t) , (2.2.19b) 
                (1 + R)2dt 
      R  egie-iwT (2.2.19c) 
                          16
If one formally integrated over the fluctuations, one would obtain 
                                                                                                       -1 
           Di1Dri exp„[71*,770oc (det(—d + iw,(2.2.20)           )) 
   h0dt 
where the formal determinant denotes the product of the eigenvalues of the differential 
operator  dl  dt+iw, which is supposed to act on the space of functions satisfying the Diriclet 
boundary condition (2.2.18b). Obviously, this differential operator does not possess any 
eigenfunction. Hence the formal determinant does not exist. 
  We found that the continuous-time formalism has fundamental difficulties. Now, we 
discuss the origin of these difficulties by using the proper discrete-time formalism. 
  Let us derive the equation of motion. It is obtained by differentiating the action 
(2.2.5a) with respect to and and  e , (n  = 1,  2,  •  •  • , N - 1): 
 ens-,                        =  'jag) : 1< n < N - 1, (2.2.21a) 
 1+ 1+ec- 
 iEw  :  2  <  n  <  N  , (2.2.21b)  1
+  _len-  +  n  n-1 
where we define 
 co)  :=7cI,  cN  •  (2.2.22) 
It is noted that  esN and  a do not involve the equation (2.2.21). The left-hand side of 
Eq. (2.2.21) are 0(e) because of the factor  € on the right-hand side. Hence, The set of 
equations (2.2.21) reduce to [25] 
                -  ens_,  =  -iaoens  1+0(62) : 1  <  n < N - 1, (2.2.23a) 
 ens  jEwens  0(€2)  2  <  n  <  N (2.2.23b) 
Thus, as far as the equations for the stationary action path are concerned, we can go 
over to the continuous form (2.2.14) with the boundary condition (2.2.15) and also ob-
tain the stationary action path (2.2.16). So far, the continuous-time formalism does not 
contain difficulty. Next, we consider the stationary action. As a beginning, we deform 
the canonical term of the action (2.2.5b) as follows: 
                       (1 ± egn-1)2   iScr ,] S EIn 
 (1  ±  1.12)(1  +  len-112)  n=1 
          = Sr - ln(1 +lev 12) ln(1 +1612) + 1n(1 +4,*/\/-1) + 21n(1 +  '16)
         +2E ln(1 +e,*,,en_i) - 2 E l (1 + en*en)1 •                       N-1 
      n=2 N-1                                                                                          rt --. 1 
Here, we put the stationary action path {Q,-;,} into the above action, then, 
. 
 es:= i -hSe-[eel 
             (1+IG'12)(1 + 612)±NY4-1111    ±  e-fl' 4-NE-11n    +                          1 +eie,1 +e, 
[ 
 = s in (1 + gsN-1)(1 ±6)+ 
 n=1 7b=1








Because the both difference and  C+1 —  e„(n =  1,  2,  -  •  • , N — 1), are (.9(€), the 
second and the third terms of (2.2.25) in the right-hand side can be expanded in these 
difference: 
 ln(1  +41+1C)  ln  fi  +  C,sens  +  (C+1  —  ens  n} 
                     = ln(1 +  CiC) + (esen)n+n •0(62),(2.2.26a)                                1 + egr
, 
 ln(1  + =  in  {1  +  ens  ens  ens  (ens  ens  ) 
                                e(eC-1)                     =ln(1 +eg nsnn ^ 0(62).                                                        (2.2.26b)                                  1 + 
Thus, the stationary action with the dynamical term included is given by 
 (1  +Gev-i)(1  + eiel) N-1(e1-e)ee(e-e1)  —Ss  =  S  In s n+n nn71-  
             (1 + 14'12)(1 +612)1 +eg,r,1 +ezet                                                              n=1 
      +iwSE 1-""-1.(2.2.27) 
 + 
                          n=1 
We call the first term on the right-hand side  boundary  term, which includes the  information 
on the initial and the final states. The second and the third terms are seen in the stationary 
action of the continuous-time formalism. Hence, it is clear that the continuous-time 
formalism fails to keep the boundary term. The above stationary action can be calculated 
explicitly as 
                           (1 G6e-iwT)2           -fiSs = S ln + iwT S. (2.2.28)                   (1 
+1eF12)(1 +16 2) 
Hence, the transition amplitude is given as 
 eXP  1C2 (T) 
                               (1 G6e-iwT)2S
                  I  
                                            eiwTS2 (T), (2.2.29)                       (1
+ leF12)8(1 + J IJ2)S 
where  1C2  (T) is the contribution of the integration over the fluctuations to be discussed 
below. Here, comparing the exact solution (2.2.11) with the above formula (2.2.29), it is 
expected that  1C2(T) = 1. Now, we confirm this expectation. 
  We decompose the original integration variables  {i*,,,Un = 1,  2, , N —  1} into the 
stationary action path and the fluctuations around it: 
            := +77n, en* :=  (2.2.30) 
Here, it is convenient to define  rio =  TIN = 0. We substitute the above into the action 
 (2.2.5a), and expand it with respect to the fluctuations up to  ON12): 
 S[e +  77*,  es +  7.1]  ss +  s2  [Tr  , 77] (2.2.31a) 
 N-1 
              S2[77* 71] =2S                         (1
+ R)2Th*(77n —(2.2.31b) 
 71=1 
 2                 app(1 —  iEw)(1 , P (1 + iew). (2.2.31c) 
                             1 +P
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Hence,  /C2  (T) can be evaluated as 
           N —
ndTin* +  /C2 (T)=  lim1dri                                  exp(1s2,         N—>oof271-i{(1 + 2S 1;92)(1)12
 n=1 
      *-1N—1                       2S     = limNfH -  exp  2SE77,1*77,C) {  +0(-1)1 
        N—>oo 27r2(1R)2(1R)2 
    n=1 71=1 
  =  1  ±  0 (1) (2.2.32) 
            S where  ?in*/ :=  Tin*,  qn, —  aN_i. The complete transition amplitude (2.2.11) is thus 
recovered by treating the discrete-time formalism in the stationary action approximation 
provided that S >> 1. We refer to  Ref.  [33] for the reason why the stationary action 
approximation gives the exact result in the case of single spin under a constant magnetic 
field. 
  Let us reconsider the integration of the fluctuations in the continuous time formalism 
(2.2.20). In order to carry out the integration, it is necessary, though it is a redundant 
task in the discrete-time formalism, to discretize (2.2.19c) in the exponent. A way to do 
so is 
        fT  J
o  1)*(t)dt  (—d+ iw) q(t) 77n_1)(2.2.33)  71=-  1 
This recovers the discrete formalism. However, instead if one might discretize as 
 TT  77*  (t)(—d + iw) 71(t)  E777*,{-  Ti)- +iWE7111}(2.2.34) 
 o 
                dt 
 n=1 
then the result is quite different. Since the discretization is not unique, the result remains 
ambiguous. 
  We showed that the continuous-time formalism has some  difficulties, and gave a pre-
scription to avoid these difficulties. The prescription is always based on the discrete-time 
formalism. Hence, in order to correctly evaluate transition amplitude in question, we 
can conclude the discrete-time formalism is appropriate compared to the continuous-time 





In this chapter, we describe a domain wall configuration in question and prepare for the 
introduction of two collective degrees of freedom, namely, center position and chirality of 
the domain wall noting two kinds of invariance of the system.
3.1 Model
Real materials are composed in the three-dimensional space. However, there are situations 
that dynamical degrees of freedom are restricted to only one direction. In the case of the 
ferromagnetic domain wall, we can regard the motion of the domain wall as  one-dimension 
if the coupling of spins within a plane is very strong. Hence, we simplify the situation 











Figure 3.1: Idealized model of domain wall as a linear chain
  In this way, we consider a ferromagnet consisting of a spin S of magnitude S at each 
site in a quasi-dimensional cubic crystal(a linear chain) of lattice constant a parallel to 
the x axis  (Fig.3.1). The magnet is assumed to have an easy axis in the z direction 1  . 
  'Note that we fit the direction of each spins to that of the real space. From here on, we use the basis 
 {ex,  ey,  ez} for the subscript of the spin operator in place of  {el, e2, e3}.
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Accordingly, we adopt the Hamiltonian





where the index i or j represents a lattice point, (i,  j) denotes a nearest-neighbor pair, 
 NL is the total number of lattice points, and J is the exchange coupling constant, and 
K is longitudinal anisotropy constant;both J and K are positive. To begin with, let us 
consider the state of the system of the form We assume that it is
                         NL 
    lel,• • •eN,):= (3.1.2)
where  1(;) is a spin coherent state at the site  j. It is natural to choose this form because 
the magnetic domain wall is expected to be physically represented by the set of arrows 
with the direction of the spin around the center of the domain wall gradually changing. 
For this state, we take the expectation value of the  Hamiltonian(3.1.1): 
 H  ei  :=  (eif/10• (3.1.3)
Here, we shall be interested in those spin configurations whose scale of the spatial variation
is much larger than the lattice constant a. 
limit in Eq.  (3.1.3): 
                           L/2  dx
   =
 L/2  a 
 S
Accordingly, we take the spatial continuum
 w(* (x),  Vx))  :=
 (e*  (x)  (x)),




)  [1  -  (x)]  2 +1} I  ,
(3.1.4a)
(3.1.4b)
where L is the length of the linear chain and J E_---  At'  . In order to derive the domain 
wall configuration, let us consider local minima of the  Hamiltonian(3.1.4a) differentiating 
it with respect to  e*(x) and  (x), respectively. The static equation takes the following 
form,  (es(x),s(x) denote the  solutions.) 
          A2 {ax2e (X)  2es(X)(ags(X))2  1 1 — es(X)es(X)es(x)  =  0,  (3.1.5a) 
 1  +  es(x)  S(x)  j  1  +  es(x)es(x) 
        A2 {a2e(s)  2es  (x)(axe  (x))2  1  — es(x)V -                                        (x)e(x) = 0, (3. 1. 5b)  1  +  e( x)e(x) f1 + s(x)es(x) 
where A2  JS/K(S — 1/2). An trivial solution is the "vacuum" solution  {es(x) = 
0,  45  (x) =  0} or  {es  (x) =  oo,  es(x) =  Do} representing the uniform configuration in which 
the spins are either all parallel or all antiparallel  to  the z direction, respectively. To find 
the other solution, we change the variables  fe(x),s(x)} as 
 s(x) :=  ew(') tan Os(x)   es(x)  :=  cw(x)  tan  Os(x)                                                           (3.1.6)
 2  2
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Substitute (3.1.6) into Eqs. (3.1.5), we find 
          A2  {  2  Os  (x) —  (ax9(x))2cos  Os  (x)} —  sin  es  (x)  cos  Os  (x) = 0,  (3.1.7a)
 a2os  (x)  20x0s  (x)0,0s  (x) cot  Gs  (x) = 0. 
If we assume  Os  (x) is constant,  9(x) =  00, then Eq.  (3.1.7a) becomes 
 A2.00s(x)  —  sin  Os(x)  cos  Os  (x) = 0, 
which is the Sine-Gordon equation. Imposing the spatial boundary condition 
spins at x  +Do are parallel to the z direction, and the spins at x  —cc 





               Os(x) =  2  arctan  exp  x (2)  (3.1.9)                           A  ) 
where Q is an arbitrary real constant, and we take the principal value of the arc-tangent 
to  {-7/2,7/21. Thus, the other static solution is 
 "s  (x) exp  x  —A  Q  i00)  ,  S (x) =exp  X  —  Q  i00)  . (3.1.10) 
We shall call this "kink" solution because it represents a domain wall configuration demon-
strated by the following property: 
             (x)1&(x)le(x)) = S sin Os (x) cos Os(x) = S cos O0(3.1.11a)                                              cosh (x-Q)
                                 0 
 (es  (x) ISYy(x)les (x))= S  sin  Bs  (x) sin Os(x) = S sin0 (3.1.11b)                                      cosh (Q) 
 (es  (4:5'  z(x)le  (x))=  S  cos  Os  (x)  S  tanh (X —AQ). (3.1.11c) 
Accordingly, we can understand that A is the width of the domain wall, and Q is the 
center position of the domain wall, and  00 is a quantitative measure of the  chirality of the 
domain wall with respect to the x axis (Fig. 3.2); the wall is maximally right-handed if 
 Oo =  7r/2 and maximally left-handed if  00 =  —7r/2, while it has no chirality if  00 = 0. The 
range of  00 is chosen as  —7r  <  00  <  it, with  cbo =  7r and  Cbo =  —7F representing the same 
situation.  {es(—x),  s(—x)} is also a solution representing a domain-wall configuration. 
However, this as well as the vacuum solution belongs to a sector different from that of 
(3.1.10). Since a transition between different sectors are forbidden [34], it is sufficient 
to consider only the sector (3.1.10) for the purpose of this thesis. For this static "kink" 
solution, we can calculate the static energy: 
                    E DW L1           H,= EDw1  (3.1.12a) 
                          4 A 2S — 1) 
 EDW  2NDW  K  S  (s - (3.1.12b)              2) 







Figure 3.2: Domain walls with three chiralities (quoted from Ref.  [19]); (a) right-handed 
wall  (00 = 7r/2), (b)left-handed wall  (5o  =  —7r/2), and (c) wall with no chirality  (00 = 0). 
Circles in (a) and (b) drawn to guide the eye lie in the yz plane, while the spins lie in 
the zx plane in (c). The quasi-one-dimensional direction of the crystal is here aligned 
with the spin hard axis for ease of visualization. A different alignment, which may be 
the case for a real magnet, does not affect the content of the text; for instance, one could 
rotate all the spins by 7r/2 around the y axis if the dominant anisotropy originates from 
the demagnetizing field.
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3.2 Collective Degrees of Freedom 
As shown in the previous section, the static property of the domain wall can be represented 
by the center position and the chirality. However , what we would like to discuss is the 
quantum dynamics of the domain wall. Hence, in order to do this, we should consider its 
quantum mechanical time evolution, namely, transition amplitude. Therefore, we adopt 
the following "domain-wall states" as the initial state  16) and the final state  leF). As a 
beginning, it is convenient to define
 zo  :=  qo  ±  ickio,  (43  Q0lA,  0  =  I,  F, (3.2.1) 
where z1 represents the center position  qi, which is in unit of  A, and the chirality of the 
domain wall in the initial domain wall configuration, and  zF those in the final domain 
wall configuration. Using these, we choose the initial and the final states as 
 ATL, 
 U =  IZO)  :-  ()  s(ja;  zo)),  0 = I, F, (3.2.2a) 
 i where
                               ja  es(ja;  zo):= exp(-7,  +zo)  . (3.2.2b) 
Now, the transition amplitude between the initial state  Izii) and the final state  lzF) can 
be expressed as a spin coherent state path integral in the real discrete-time formalism(see 
previous chapter on which the present notation is based): 
 N-1 
     (zde'llT/hlzi) =li-->oomfHIIdiu,(e(x , n), e* (x , n)) expi(—hS[e*, el), (3.2.3a) 
                    N 
 n=1  x 
         sir,  e] =  Sc{C  )  }  +  Scife*,  eb (3.2.3b) 
           iN.L/2 dx  (1+  e*  (x  ,  n)e(x  ,  n  —  1))2           Sc[e*,  i = S E I L2-a  In  (1+  1_(  x ,n)12)(1+  Mxn  —  1)12)' (3.2.3c)                                       n=1 
 isd,; N1/2  dx 
                    ' 
      re* 6                               71(e (x,n),e(x,n  — 1)), (3.2.3d)        'v`' -L/2 a 
 n=1
where  (x,  0)  e  s  (x;  zi),e(x,  N)
 1-1(e*(x),70))  :=
 (x;  zF), and
S
where  o 
assumed to




 (1  +  e*(x)70))2 [------' 
—K{ (s — 1)(1 —c(x),(x))2 ± 
2  2 
4-c'C{(s —)(C(x)"(x))2 ±1 
                             2-







anisotropy constant;the magnet is 
the term K1  E.L s? 1/2 has been
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added to the Hamiltonian(3.1.1). This term crucially contributes to the dynamics of the 
domain wall as evaluated later. 
  It is difficult for us to evaluate the path integral of the right-hand side of (3.2.3) 
directly, (maybe impossible!) Hence, we evaluate it the changing the path integration 
variables by introducing relevant collective degrees of freedom. We note two kinds of 
invariance possessed by  (3.1.5). One is the translation invariance in the x direction. The 
other is the rotation invariance around the z axis. These two kinds of invariance are 
embodied in the arbitrariness in the choice of Q and  00, respectively, in (3.1.10). Hence 
we elevate them to dynamical variables  Q  (n) and  00(n)[17, 19,  34]. To deal with these 
two dynamical variables (collective degrees of freedom), it is convenient to define 
   z(n) := q(n) +  kbo(n), z*(n) := q(n) —  i00(n), n =  1,  2,  • , N 1. (3.2.4) 
By use of these variables, original integration variables  n) and  (x, n) may be de-
composed into the domain-wall configuration and the deviation from it: 
 (x,n) = es (x;z(n)) +(x,n; {z}Tin),  (3.2.5a) 
                (x, n) =(x;(n))  +  (x,  n;  {z}nn), (3.2.5b) 
where 
 "s(x; z(n)) := exp  (—x/ +  z(n))  ,  e(x,  z*  (n)) := exp  (—x/A +  z*  (n))  , (3.2.6) 
and we use the  notationjzIn,  =  {el": :=  (z*  (n), z(m)). At both ends of the discrete 
time (n = 0 or n = N), we define 
            z(0) = z(N)  zF = qF  iOF  , (3.2.7a) 
 i)(x, 0;  {WO =  ir  (x,  N;  {z*}Avr)  =  0. (3.2.7b) 
  The variables which are to be called the environment around the domain wall, could 
be expanded by a set of some mode function. The expansion is expected to contain zero-
modes, which originates from the translation and the rotation invariance and should be 
eliminated in order to avoid overcounting degrees of freedom, where we denote the zero-
mode eigen function as  00 . For this reason, we expand the environment with respect to a 
set of mode functions  {iPk}  , which forms a complete orthonormal set defined by (3.2.11) 
later, as 
 7-0 n;  {z},ni) =  no(n)00(x; z(n)) +  rgx  , n;  {z}7,), (3.2.8a) 
 7)*  (x  ,n;  {f}n) = ric,*(n)1b0* (x; z* (n))  77*  (x,  n;  {z*}7,:), (3.2.8b) 
 70, n;  {z}nn) =  1l,(n)0,(x,{z}„Th (3.2.8c) 
 71*  (X  )71;  {  e =  77,(n)oz(x;teri), (3.2.8d) 
where  Elk denotes summation over the modes excluding the zero-mode. The zero-mode 
eigen function will be proportional to the first derivative  e(x; z(n)) with respect to x: 
 '00(x;  z(n)) =  —AA  de  (x;  z(n))  
 dx(3.2.9)
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where A is a real normalization constant. To confirm the above relation , one may consider 
the sum of the domain wall configuration and the zero-mode part:
 s(X;  z(n)) +  ri
oo(n)(x;  z(n)) 
=  s  (x; z(n)) —  IlAno(x)de(x; z(n)) 
 dx 
 es  (x —  flAno(n); z(n)) 
 =  exp  q(n) +  2434(n) o(n) +  ifOo(n)  +  Aallo(n)}1  • (3.2.10)
Hence, it is clear that Eq. (3.2.9) gives the zero-mode eigen function, and that the real and 
the imaginary parts of  yo(n) are the dynamical variables corresponding to the translation 
and the rotation mode, respectively. Thus, we choose  NO so that  {00,00 forms a 
complete orthonormal set:
 L/2 
 I  -L/2 










 f  (x;  {z}71,
 f  (x;  {z}nn
 )14  (x;  z*  (n))ho(x;  z(n)) =
 )0x;  z*  (n))0k(x;  {z}n) =  0,
 J— /2  a 
 f  (x;  {z}„")[00(x,  z(n))0*(x';  z   (n)) 
+  2  ok(X; {z},in)Ok*(x', fz*llin)]
 (x;  {2} nn )1  k'  {z}D










where  f(x;  {z}n") is a suitable real weight function to be fixed later when we concretely 
calculate the mode functions in chapter 4. This weight function is needed to consider a 




In this chapter, we introduce the collective degrees of freedom and eliminate the zero mode 
by use of Faddeev-Popov technique in the spin coherent state path integral, and derive 
the effective action. We show that this action is formally described by boson coherent 
state path integral.
4.1  Faddeev-Popov Technique
In 1970's, the method of collective degrees of freedom was developed by many workers  [35]-
{38] in order to quantize the soliton that appears in the  04-model and the Sine-Gordon 
model. As a technique to evaluate  it the Feynman path integral has been frequently 
used as well as the operator formalism. Though we use the fundamental idea of the 
method to introduce the collective degrees of freedom and eliminate the zero-modes in 
our theory, it should be emphasized that we do not use the Feynman path integral but 
the spin coherent state path integral. These have different structure. This means that the 
physical interpretation of the collective degree of freedom is very different. For example, 
let us consider the Sine-Gordon model. It has a collective degree of freedom, which is 
the center of the kink, Q. If one discussed the quantum mechanics of it, one might 
misunderstand that the Q is the center position of the kink could be associated with the 
position eigenket  IQ). In the case of the magnetic domain wall, its center position has been 
interpreted as similarly in most of the literature [17, 19]. However, we cannot associate 
the center position Q, which we introduce later, with the position eigenket  IQ), nor the 
chirality  00 with the position eigenket  1q5) because the path integral we are working with is 
different from the Feynman path integral formalism. Because the difference has not been 
taken care of in most of literature, existing works are liable to make confusion concerning 
interpretation of the collective degrees of freedom. For this matter, we precisely discuss 
in the last section. Hence, present study is the first unambiguous introduction of the 
method of collective degrees of freedom as applied to the spin coherent state path integral 
formalism. 
  In order to introduce the collective degrees of freedom and eliminate the zero-mode,
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we invoke the following Faddeev-Popov type identity: 
      1=  f  dRgioe'el  di  gi)"s1S(Rgio".1)6(1 
         = I  dz(n)dz*(n)Al"*1  ({z}  7,"  )  (Rel  N15(410'4.1  ({z}  Tni))  ,  (4.1.1a) 
 2i 
where 
                                                                        7f                dz(n)dz* (n) 1dq(n) dOo(n),  (4.1.  ib) 
 2i—7r 
and  A[,*] ({z}7,) is the Faddeev-Popov type determinant 
                                     „.k.](fz*yr:))            Au'VER) =Li3t) "4'ji'""(4 .1.2)                           z (n)*(n)) 
with  Rglo*1({z}:1) and ig,[DC41({z},n;) bei g the real and the imaginary parts of  glol({z}.,,n) 
 defined as 
 x 
      g[041({z}D L12  df (x;  {z}::  )  te(x n)  (x;  z  (TO)}  7.1,10*  (x;  z (n))  (4.1.3a) 
 —L/2 a 
 .414.1({e},",) :=  141({z}n}*,  (4.1.3b) 
where  f  (x;  {..4) is the weight function introduced in (3.2.11). Let us reconsider the 
transition amplitude(3.2.3a). Inserting the  identity (4.1.1) into the right-hand side of 
(3.2.3a) at each discrete time, we obtain 
         (zF te'1171 
                         N-1 
            H , n)cl* (x,n)  28  +  1       lrm        N-4ac 27ri (1 + n,Wx ,n))2 
                           11,- 1 
 X I hi dz(n) z 
                   2d*(n A.K                    ),c1({z}:)oRg[oco({z}71))5(Igocri({zEt))  ta=1 
 x  exp  (1'  Sr,  CO                                                           (4.1.4) 
At this stage, we substitute (3.2.5) with (3.2.8) for  (a, n) and  (x, n). Then (4.1.3) may 
be replaced by 
 g[oe+')]  ({z}  no(n), gole+111(fen)  q),(n). (4.1.5) 
Thus, 
 Rgloe+''s-"*1  =  Rrio  (n),  *ED  2710(n),  (4.1.6) 
which are the zero-mode degrees of  freedom. The integration measure can be written as 
 ck(x  ,  n)dC  (x,  n)  28  +  1 
 27ri  (1  (x  ti)(3  n))2  5  _- 
                                                                                                    IC*=-5+7/*
              Ak(n)drh:(n)   2S  1  + —1 H [x,r1; z (4.1.7) 
 27ri 2S 
.=o  :17 
                          28
where
 E[x,  n;  z,  =   {
1  +  (es  (x; z*(n)) +  (x; {z*} 
Thus, the transition amplitude (4.1.4) reduces to
 1  f(x:  {z}n}-1
 (Zde-iHT/hi  ,Zi) =
 771,))(0x; z(n))  igx; {z} 771)112. (4.1.8)
    N1 [dzn dkn*n lirnf ()(n) 11 77()7rdiTi() 2S (1Ti         2idz*2                               s 
 n=1  k=0 
 X  11  Ejx,n;  z,771Ar"'s+ri*}({z}rni)6(Rno(n))(5(07o(n)) 
 x   exp  s  fd)]. (4.1.9)
With the  help•of the delta function, we can immediately integrate out the zero-modes at 
each discrete time. Therefore, we obtain 
                     i (zFle-ifiTinIzi) =  l m I HN-1 a (kik (n)dn+ldz(n)dz*  (n)k*(n)  2S(1  2S  1 + 1  N  -co 27ri 2S) 27ri 2S 
                    n=1 k 
         x Hi A[e+71'Cs+71*] ({z},ni) exp ( is[e + 77*,es  +  71]) .
  ( 
                                                            (4.1.10) 
 x This formula determines the quantum dynamics of the domain wall in the path integral 
formulation. The next step is to expand the action  S[es +  7  1  *  ,  es  +  Ili with respect to the 
environment and fix the yet-undecided mode functions.
4.2 Expansion of Action 
Let us expand the action  S[e  +7t,  es  +  i] with respect to the environment. The expanded 
action consists of three parts. The first part  Sc [z*, z] contains only the collective degrees 
of freedom. The second part  5,[77*,  ?A contains only the environment, and the third part 
 Sc_e[z*  ,  z,  r  ,77] represents the interaction between the collective degrees of freedom and
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the environment; 
 [e +  e  771  -=  Sc[z*, +  Se  [11*,  77] +  Sc-e[e  ,  ri],  (4.2.1a) 
 Sc[z*  ,  :=  ,  (4.2.1b) 
 Se  [77*,  ri]  [z*,  z,11*,71] 
          N[(5s Lre*                                         e*      :=fdx j '17*  (x  ,n;{z*}")SS[6e(x ,n — 1)s7/(x, n —1; {47,1_1)            L—d( sx,n)                      n=1 
      N a2S[         XX [    fdd                                  7.1*(x , n; { z*}nn*(x', n; {z17,1,) 
                         n=1 
       2 (x,n)(5e*(xi,n)s 
                 (5.2, 
  n(x , n — 1; 14:1_07/(4n — 1; {4,1,_1)       +  4( x,  n  —  1)(  e(x'  ,  n  —  1)  s 
            Ps[ e, 
          +2 * (x ,g.* (
x ,  n)g(x'  , n) sriTi; fz*E:)77(xi, n; Izn) 
            62 S[e                                 (
x, n; {z*K)77(xt , n —  1; fzEil1) ,  (4.2.1c)           +2g *(x , n)g(x', n — 1)  s 
where the symbol  Is indicates the replacement  (x; n),  "(x;  n)}  fe(x;  z*(n)),  es  (x;  z(n))1 
after differentiation. 
  We compute each action in the following subsection. 
4.2.1 Effective action of collective degrees of freedom 
The  action(4.2.1b) can be written as 
 Sc  [z*, =  [z*,  S  cd [z*,  Z], (4.2.2a) 
               &-,1                   N L(1+ e-x+z*(n)-Fz(n-1))2   -ficS[
Z*,21,ZI:= 
    NDw
/Adx In                                      (1+ e-x+  z*(n)±z(n))  (1 e-x+z*(n-1)±z(n-1))  n=1 
 (4.2.2b) 
 N 
 Scd[z*,  :=  —iNDwS1-2  ccosh(e(n) — z(n — 1)), (4.2.2c) 
                                      n=1 
where 
                 9 = K  s  1                                                         (4.2.2d)  2h  2)
which depends on the transverse anisotropy. The zero point of energy has been re-adjusted 
in (4.2.2c). 
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  Expression (4.2.2b) can be reduced to a simpler form (see Appendix  B. 
of the derivation by use of  dilogarithm[39]): 




 = [—  (q(n) q(n  —  1))2J R(Oo(n)  —  00(n  — 1)) 
  nt_,I? 
 —if  2(q(n) q(n  — 1))  +2L/A1/(00(n) —  0 (n —  1) ]
 1 for the details
where both  R(0) and  /(0) are  27-periodic functions (see, Fig.4.1) such that 
 R(0) =  02  101  5_  7r, 
 40) =  :  —7r  < q  <  7r. 
This periodicity follows inevitably from the periodicity of (4.2.2b). In  ger
 R(0) 
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                 Figure 4.1: Functions  R(0) and  I(q) 
riodicity needs to be respected in performing the integration with respect to  {00(n)}. If 
we promise to regard  (00(n) —  cbo(n —  1))2 in the real part and  00(n) —  00(n — 1) in the 
imaginary part of the action as 
 (00(n) —  00(n —  1))2  =  min(0,9(n) —  cho(n — 1) —  27m)2, (4.2.5a) 
 71 
 (00(n) —  00(n — 1))  =  min(cbo(n) —  00(n — 1) —  27m), m E Z, (4.2.5b)
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respectively. The above action can be written as 
  1Sc[z*'z]/NDwS 
  hc 
 N 
 1  ,  V  [  —  2 {(q(n)  —  q(n —  1))2  +  (0  o(n)  —  0 o(n  —1-))2} 
 n=1i 
 —  i  {q(n)00(n  —  1)— irbo(n)q(n —  1 } 
 —2  {   (OF —  0 OLIA +  (qF  OF  -q101)}] 
 1  , E [_ -{z*(n)z(n) +  z*  (n— 1)z(n—  1)1+z*  (n)  z(n— 
    7,_ 1 
 —i{2(OF —  04/A+  (qF  OF -q101)}  •
1,1
(4.2.6)
This expression, except for the last constant term, formally coincides with the correspond-
ing action appearing in the (boson-)coherent-state path integral with a single degree of 
freedom. The last term can be neglected because it is a constant phase, which does not 
affect any physical quantity.
4.2.2 Effective action of environment and interaction 
 Eq.(4.2.1c) could be decomposed into two parts, a part including only the environment 
and the other including both the collective degrees of freedom and the environment . It 
is noted that terms of the first  order  in  1711 gives nonvanishing contribution to the path 
integral because the static solution  fes(x;  z*  (0,  s(x;  z(n))1 is not a stationary point of 
the action  S[  *,  e]. Hence, these terms represent the interaction between the collective 
degrees of freedom and the environment. While, terms of the second order in  1771 include 
both effective actions of only the environment and the interaction of the collective degrees 
of freedom and the environment. 
  Now, we begin by finding an equation to determine the environmental mode functions 
 f'00. Such an equation may be obtained from the dynamical term of the action except 
for the transverse anisotropy term, whose collective part corresponding to the Hamilto-
nian(3.1.4a) gave the static equation(3.1.5). (Note that the transverse anisotropy term 
violates the rotation invariance, which means that it represents the interaction between 
the collective degrees of freedom and the environment.) Accordingly, we examine the 
dynamical term except for the transverse anisotropy term, which we denote  s edv,  rii: 
 1  ) N L/2 dx  Sedirr  ,  ?A:=  —2K  S (S—  —2  E Ef77.(x, n; feIng2(x; {z}n7,) 
 n=1                                                  -L/2a
 02 
                                                                                        , 
 X —  A2 —— 4Ag(x; {z},) exp(-2-±in'_1)                                  Ts 
[
 ax 2 




       _x z*  (n) + z(m)1      x
n,  =g(x, {z}nn)(4.2.7b) 
 A 2 1 + e-2-771-1• 
Terms proportional to  if*  n* and the  TM vanish due to the static equation(3.1.5). Note that 
this cancellation is not a generally guaranteed theorem. It turns out to be convenient to 
write  {0k,  On in (3.2.8c) and (3.2.8d) as follows:
Putting (3.2.8c)
 /Pk(x,  fzIn„) 
 OZ(x.,  {z}nn)  :=
,(3.2.8d) and (4.2.8)
 2e-x/A±z(n) cosh  P7,, 
 {k  (x;  {z}7,/,)}*.
into (4.2.7a),
 k  (A4)  ,
we find
  Sed [T*,1=  -2A2KS (S  --)  
 N 
 e En;,`,(n)77k(n - 1) 
2 
                                          n=1  k'  ,k 
                 32 xL/2 dx—(x)[- —ax2 +—A2{1 - 2sech2(7311ok(x),     _L/2 a
where we have replaced  x/A  -  (z*  (n) + z(n))/2 by x/A because 
lead to demand  cpk(x) to obey the eigenvalue equation
[
 a2 1 
aX2 ± V {1  —  2sech2 (D}1 (Pk(x)







where Wk is the eigenvalue. This equation can be regarded as  ShrOdinger equation in a 
non-reflecting potential. The bound state corresponds to the zero-mode eigen function. 
The continuous state to this equation is well known in the literature; 
 (pk(x) =  N  k  (—  ik + tanh(x/A))  eikx/A,  (4.2.11a)
where
                     —1/2 N k = (—c-1k2 + 1)), 
Wk = (k2  +1)/A2.
The last equation is the dispersion 
Wk is not zero in the limit of k  —> 0 









 [77*,  n] = —2S  E hES-207*(n)nk(n  — 1), (4.2.15a) 
 n=1  k 
 1If we impose the periodic boundary condition on  (,D  k(X)  , then k satisfies 
 kLIA+  S  k  =27m,  n  =  0,  ±1,  ,  +oo, (4.2.12) 
where  Sk  2  tan-1  (i/k), which is called the "scattering phase shift". In the limit of  L/) oo, a sum 
 fk, where fk is a function of k, is replaced by the integration with respect to the continuous
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where 
                  J 
 C2k  —  SA-2 (k2 + 1) =  2  Ci(k2 + 1). (4.2.15b) 
 a 
  What remains is to decide the weight function  f  (x;  {41) introduced at Eq. (3.2.11). 
With (4.2.8), the condition  (3.2.11c) takes the form 
 L/2 dx 
              —  f  (x, {,z}n")4e-2±"rlcosh2  (4) (pi i*,(A4n)(pk,(A±-„,,n)=k,ki •(4.2.16)  IL/2 a
This is satisfied if we choose 
 f  (x, {z}) = 
1  
                   n (1 + e-2x/A+z*(7-)-1-z(m))2 (4.2.17) 
it is easy to check that  (3.2.11b) is also satisfied with this choice of  (4.2.17)(See, Ap-
pendix B.2.). Accordingly, the normalization constant A of the zero-mode eigen function 
 0o (x; z(n)) as given by (3.2.9) may be determined by use of (4.2.17) and  (3.2.11a): 
                   112 dx  e-2x/A±z*(n)-Fz(n) 
      1= A22[tanh (4)]r°() 
                                                                                              2_>0 c                 –L/2 a (1 + C 2x/A±z*(n)d-z(n) )2 4a 
                              A2A 
= 1. (4.2.18) 
                                         2a 
Thus,
A\72a 
     71, (4.2.19)
The closure  (3.2.11d) can also be shown to hold with these choices (See, Appendix B.2). 
  Let us calculate remainders of action. First, we calculate the first order terms in 
 7/1, which represent the interaction between the collective degrees of freedom and the 
environment. We denote then with  Sc_e[z*, z,  77] (the detailed calculation is shown in
variable k:
  00 
L
           _oodk  (1  +  0L))  f(k)         27A k=–oo
Together with  coo(x) =  Va/(2A)sech(x/A),  {  (pk(x)} forms a complete orthonormal set: 
                     roodx *                                     —(1°IAX)4Pk' ) ok,ki 
                                   a 






 sc_e[z*,  z, n*,ri] := -2S1.\-                                        ' -h[Jk(n)71k( 
 n=1  k 
Jk(n) :=  Ck(Az(n)) +  i€C271k(Az(n)),
n) -  4(n)77(n)1, (4.2.20a)
(4.2.20b)
 .11:(n) :=  C'kK(Az*(n + 1)) -  ieCiTk(Az(n + 1)), (4.2.20c)







L/2A cosh (x  +  i 
 kit 
  2
r*k(X) 7  (4.2.20d)
Tk(s)
 7  A  ja 
 2aV  1 (1 +  k2)sech
     s 
cosh-2 
(
 )2  (4.2.20e)
 Oz(n) z(n) — z(n — 1),  Az(n)  :=  z* (n)  —  z(n  —  1). (4.2.20f)
Interaction terms of the second order in  rril are expected to contribute much less than 
(4.2.20a) because of  S  >> 1. Hence, we neglect them. Thus, the remainder is the canonical 
term of the environment action  S,  ?A:
—Sc 
h  En*,  771
:=  —2S  E
 rt=1
 E/ [21 {nk* 
 Ic
 (n)rlk(n) +  irkc   1)11k(n —  1)—  117(07k(n  —  1)]  .
(4.2.21)
Putting together (4.2.15a) and
  [n* ,  77] 
h
(4.2.21), we obtain
 ' = —2S  E  E [tirk:.(n)7/k(n) +  71;,;(n  1)77k (n 1)}  Irk(rt)71k(n  —  1) 
 Ti=i  k 
 —iC2kElfk'  (n)71k(n —  1)]  • (4.2.22)
This expression formally coincides with the corresponding action appearing in the  (boson-
)coherent state path integral for (many-degree-of-freedom of) harmonic-oscillators. Hence 
we can formally regard the quantum dynamics of the domain wall as that of system of 
a "boson" z interacting with bosons  fo. However, it is to be remembered that the 
imaginary part of "boson" z is an angular variable. This circumstance can cause a subtle 
departure from the case of a boson as shown in 4.5.
4.3 Calculation of Path Integration Measure
In order to evaluate the transition amplitude correctly, we should pay attention to the 
path integration measure as well as the effective action. The factors contributing to the 
path integration measure are (4.1.8) and the Faddeev-Popov type determinant.
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First, we rearrange (4.1.8) as follows:
 11  E[x,n,  z,
 =fl  (1+ 
 e(x;  z(n))71*  (x  n;  {z*}n + (x;  z*  (n))77*(x, n;
 *(x,  n;  {z*}7,,' )ri(x, n; {z}
 =  H  exp  21n  {1+ 
 (x;  z(n))77*(x,n;  {z*17,
 1+  "s(x,,z*(n))es(x; z(n))





             dx = exp — 2IL/2— In{1± 
              -L/2 a 
 s(x;  z(n))77*(x,n;  {z*}n) +  e(x;
(x;  z*(n))s(x, z(n))
 z*(07)*(x, n;  {z*  }n  71*  (x,  n;  felrni )77(x, n; {z}
})n
= exp ( — 2s [1 
S
 1  -F  s(x;z*( n))s(x; z(n))




Since the integrand contains the Gaussian factor with exponent proportional  to  —2S7IZT1k 
coming from (4.2.22), the effective range of integration over  7/k is  Ind  <  S-112. Thus, in 
the case of  8  > 1, we can neglect the exponent of (4.3.1) compared with (4.2.20a). 
  The Faddeev-Popov type determinant may be presented as, (in Appendix B.3, we give 
the detailed calculation), 
                         N1     0r"e"1({z}nn)  = 2DW 1  + E(A07Z(n) + Aknk(n))} 
                                        k 
                      — DWexp 2S1           N[{/                    —EGAZTIZ(n)+Aok(n))},(4.3.2) 
 22S 
 k Thus, in the case of  S  > 1, we can neglect the above exponent compared with (4.2.20a). 
  Hence the path integration measure at each discrete-time can be simplified as 
 a  cliik  (417Z  (n) 2S  (1  +1 )  dz(n)dz*  (n)   2S  1  +  1  27ri 2S) 27ri  2S 
k
            x Haqx,n;z,77] A[e+lbs"*]({z},n,) 
(                  x
               / drik(n)rtk`(n)xr0 dz(n)dz* (n)        ,FT2S / V Dw 0 . (4.3.3) 
 27ri  27ri 
k
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4.4 Problems of Effective Action in Continuous-Time 
Formalism
Let us comment on the continuous-time treatment of a domain wall and the associated 
problems. We pay attention to the action including  only the collective degrees of freedom. 
   If one went over to the continuous-time formalism of (4.2.2c) and (4.2.6), one would 
obtain 
 S  con[Z*  , z] =f dt  con, 
               NDwhS 
 Lconi (z* (040 —  z*  (t)i(t)) —  NDwhSQcosh(z*(t) — z(t)) 
 2 
 =  2  NDwhS  e2(t)00(t) —  2NDwhSC2cos2  4( • (4.4.1) 
 A In the last expression, constant terms including those appearing as a result of partial 
integration have been neglected. If the transverse anisotropy is strong in the sense that 
 NDwA2  >> 1,  00(t) may be restricted to a region near  +7/2; 
 00(0 =  Cir/2  yo(t), C +1,  ki)(t)1  << 1. (4.4.2) 
Substituting this into (4.4.1), one would find 
                                                                                                                                                                     • 
 Lcon CAO(t)—2AQ(t)c(t) —  2NDwhSC2p2(t), (4.4.3) 
 7r 
where A  NDO,S7  r  IA. Provided that the path-integration measure is independent of  so, 
Gaussian integration with respect to  yo would then lead, apart from a constant term, to 
the following effective action for Q: 
                  ScfTff[Q] =—h0dtMDQ2(t),  hon2(4.4.4) 
where MD is the  DOring mass [41]: 
                        2h2         MD\/ KS  1              •(4.4.5) 
                      a2—  1/2) K1 
Accordingly, one might expect the following expression for the transition amplitude: 
                    (z-iin-yn   Fff                     fDQexpi(—S:[Q]) , (4.4.6)                                                                      on 
where  DQ represents a symbolic measure in the continuous-time formalism. This corre-
sponds to the result of Braun and Loss  [17]. At this stage, it has been concluded that the 
center position of the domain wall behaves as a free particle. 
  If one is interested in the quantum depinning of the domain wall, a pinning potential 
is to be added to Lagrangian  (4.4.3). If the effect of the transverse anisotropy is relatively 
larger than that of the pinning potential, the effective action (4.4.4) is simply augmented 
by the pinning potential. MQT of the center position has been discussed on the basis of
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this action. On the other hand, if the pinning effect is the larger, one could carry out 
Gaussian integration with respect to Q(t) and obtain an effective action governing  00(t), 
with which MQC of the chirality has been discussed  [191. 
  However, the whole series of the above-quoted arguments, which are based on the 
form of the derived effective actions regardless of the path-integration measure, are at 
best heuristic and their validity is rather dubious. In the literature it has been tacitly 
assumed that the right-hand side of (4.4.6) is a Feynman kernel with respect to Q. (Recall 
the following point: In order to obtain a transition amplitude between physical (i.e., 
 normalizable) states from a Feynman kernel, the latter has to be multiplied by the initial 
and the final wave functions and integrated over QF and Qi.) The starting point of the 
whole arguments, on the other hand, is the left-hand side of (4.4.6), which is a transition 
amplitude between physical states. Its path-integral structure is different from that for a 
Feynman kernel. One should not be misled by the apparent form of the effective action 
(4.4.4). Though integration over  ,o(t) may be carried out in principle, resulting action 
can not be a Feynman kernel. Indeed, the right-hand side of (4.4.6) as interpreted as a 
Feynman kernel does not give a correct transition amplitude.
4.5 Equivalence of Domain Wall and Bloch Particle 
Let us reconsider the action of (4.2.2c) and  (4.2.6). This action formally coincides with 
the corresponding action appearing in the (boson-)coherent state path integral. Thus, 
it is possible that the mutual relation of the center position and the chirality can be 
regarded as the canonical conjugate. This means that the chirality corresponds to the 
periodic momentum. Now, we can confirm this analogy from the fact that the path integral 
formalism for the coherent state of a Bloch particle exactly coincides with that of the 
domain wall. 2 Therefore, the quantum mechanics of the domain wall represented by the 
center position and the chirality is equivalent to that of the Bloch particle. From this 
opinion, it is naturally rationalized that the domain wall state (3.2.2a) can be translated 
into the coherent state of the Bloch  particle;Q1 and QF are the center of the initial and 
the final Gaussian wave packet, respectively, and likewise  cbi and  OF are the initial and the 
  2The coherent state of the Bloch particle is expanded by the Wannier state In), which is the orthonor-
mal complete set, as 
 co 
 
Iz)B =  E  Cn(z)n), z +  (4.5.1a) 
                                    n=— oo 
 Kb114  Cn(z) =(—)exp  [  —2b(xn –  X)2 + incb]  ,  xn nb,  (4.5.1b) 
                                    7F 
where b represents the lattice constant of a crystal,  rc-1 is a constant with length dimension. The inner 
products between different states and the complete relation are given by 
 B(zIz')13 =  E exp [-1 8b{2(z +4)2 –(z + z*)2 – (4+ zm*)211(4.5.2a) 
 m=—  oo 
            icK) dx r  dcb  2  Iz)BB(zI  =  1, (4.5.2b) 
where  4 z' i2irm. Using these and the appropriate Hamiltonian, we can obtain the path integral 
formalism for the coherent state of the Bloch particle.
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final periodic momentum. The width of the Gaussian wave packet, which is denoted by 
8Dw, is  A/V2NDwS. In addition, the transverse anisotropy plays a role in the dispersion 
relation of the energy band for the domain wall as
 E(cbo) =  2NDwSh52  cos2  00, (4.5.3a)
where the zero point energy has been re-adjusted. Thus, from this relation, we can obtain 
the group velocity and the effective mass of the domain wall: 
 Vg(0o) =a 8E(00)=  —AC2  sin  200, (4.5.3b)  2  hS  00
0 
                 1 ( a   \  2492E(00) cos  200  ==(4 .5.3C)              M
DW (00)2hS  )(90,?)MD• 
We depict  E(00),  Vg(q50), and  MDW(q50) in Fig. 4.2. 
  The corresponding operators for the center position and the chirality can be defined 
by Q and:q;c1, respectively. They have the following commutation relation: 
 a 
                   [(2,e-i(7,0]  = 2S_e-ic;o.(4.5.4) 
Therefore, the position coordinate is quantuized in unit of a/2S. This quantization owes 
its origin to the quantization of angular momentum. 
  In next chapter, we evaluate the transition amplitude paying attention only to the 
collective degrees of freedom. We will show that the quantum dynamics of the domain 
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Chapter 5
Quantum Dynamics of Domain Wall
In this chapter, we pay attention only to the collective degrees of freedom which is ex-
pected to make the most dominant contribution to transition amplitude. We evaluate 
the transition amplitude on the basis of stationary action approximation. Two situations, 
which are to be called free domain wall and pinned domain wall, are considered. The 
former exhibits phenomenon of wave-packet spreading as for a Bloch particle of coherent 
state. The latter exhibits phenomenon analogous to small oscillation of a particle.
5.1  Free Domain Wall 
As mentioned above we neglect the environment for the time being. Hence the transition 
amplitude is approximated as 
 * ()(  zi)fHNEwSdz(n)dzni  exp[z*, z])  . (5.1.1) 
 27ri 
 n-1 
The action  S, is given in (4.2.2a), (4.2.2c) and (4.2.3). 
5.1.1 Stationary action path 
Let  fe(n),  zs(n)} be the stationary-action path, namely, the stationary point of the action 
 ,Sc[z*  , z]: 
 OS,[z*  , z]  =  0  ,  n=  1,•,  N  — 1, (5.1.2a)  az*  (n) 
 OS, [z*,  z]                         =0, n = 2, • •, N, (5.1.2b) 
 0  z(n  —  1) 
where the symbol  Is indicates the replacement (z*, z)  (is,  zs) after differentiation. It is 
convenient to define 
 zs(0)  z1  =  fs(N) :=  zF =  qF (5.1.3) 
Then, the above set of equations takes the form: 
 zs(n)  —  zs(n  — 1)  =  sinhf  (n)  zs  (n  —  1)1,  n  =  1,  •  •  •  ,  N  —  1, (5.1.4a) 
 (n) —  zs(n — 1)  =  —ti€C2  sinh{V  (n) —  zs(n 1)}, n  =  2,  •  •  • ,  N. (5.1.4b) 
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By use of  zs(n) and  fS  (n), we define the stationary-action path for the center position 
and the chirality as 
 qs  (n)  :=  (zs  (n)  ±  e(n))/2, (5.1.5a) 
 Os  (n) :=  (zs  (n)  -  fs(n))/2i, (5.1.5b) 
which are not real in general. 
  The left-hand side of (5.1.4) are  0(c) because of the factor € on the right-hand side. 
Hence, as far as the equations for the stationary-action path are concerned, we can go 
over to the continuous time: 
 dzs  (t)                         =  -g2sinh(fs(t) -  zs  (t))  , (5.1.6a) 
 dt 
 de  (t) 
                      = 
                   dt -ifi  sinh(2s(t) -  zs(t)). (5.1.6b) 
Note that the boundary condition is dictated by (5.1.3) as 
 zs(0) =  zI,  ,Zs(T) = 4. (5.1.7) 
It follows from Eqs. (5.1.6) that 
                    c--1-(e(t) - zs(t))  = 0. (5.1.8) 
 dt 
Hence, 
 zs(t) -  zs(t) =  -2i0  , (5.1.9) 
where  0 is a complex constant  (0  -.  0'  +  i0"  ,  0',  0" e  R)  . Substituting (5.1.9) into (5.1.6), 
and taking account of the boundary condition  (517), we obtain 
 zs(t) =  -CR  sin  20  +  zi,  e(t) =  -c2(t -  T)  sin  20  + 4. (5.1.10) 
Putting this back into (5.1.9), we find that the constant  0 is determined by the following 
algebraic equation: 
 SIT sin  20  +  4 —  z, =  -2i0, (5.1.11) 
or equivalently, 
 201'  -  QT  sin  2q' cosh  2e = q  ---=  qF - qi, (5.1.12a) 
 2q' +  C2  T cos  201  sinh  20" =  OF +  cbi• (5.1.12b) 
  The stationary-action path can be expressed in terms of  e  (t) and  OM as defined by 
(5.1.5) as 
 qs  (t)  =  -  flt  sin  20  +  zi  -  i(/), (5.1.13a) 
 Os (t)  =-  0. (5.1.13b) 
Note that both of these are complex. Incidentally it follows from (5.1.13) that 
 de  (t)                       =  -0  sin  20s  (t).  (5.1.14) 
 dt 
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Thus, the velocity of the center position depends on the chirality and is proportional to 
the transverse anisotropy (recall that  C2  cx a). This formula agrees in form with a limiting 
case of weak transverse anisotropy of Walker's solution in the classical soliton  [40]. From 
the equivalence of the Bloch particle, this corresponds to the group velocity derived by 
the dispersion relation  (4.5.3a). However, as mentioned above, both  qs(t) and  Os  (t) are 
complex in general.
5.1.2 Stationary action 
The stationary action  S: may be arranged as 
    sc  :=  (5,  [zs, zs]  =  scsc  (5.1.15a) 
      Sc" := ND`---1(lzF12 +142)—1                                   F(z*zs (N — 1) +  2s(1)zi) 
    2 2 
 1 N  —1 
             2— {(zs(n  +  1) —s(n))zs(n) —(n)(z' (n) zs(n  I—, 
 n-1 
                                                       (5.1.15b) 
 i  sr'  
:=  —iNDw,SC1  Ecosh(fs(n)  — zs(n — 1)). (5.1.15c) 
 n=1 
The first and the second terms on the right-hand side of (5.1.15b) depend on the initial and 
the final state, which are to be called the boundary terms in the "boson" coherent state 
path integral. Furthermore, the second term depends also on T through the stationary-
action path. These terms, which have been omitted in the continuous-time formalism, 
turn out to be crucial for a correct evaluation of the transition amplitude. 
  Substituting (5.1.10) into (5.1.15), we obtain 
                    NEpwS           -s csc =   [1z,12  +142 —  24,z1 —  (C2T  sin  20)2] + (5.1.16a) 
 2 
        - s csd  =  —iNDwSCiT  cos  20  +  (5.1.16b) 
Putting these together, we finally arrive at 
 ND  w  S  
       Scs= ZF 2 +  142  —  24zi —  (C2T  sin  20)2 +  2i,C2T  cos  20  . (5.1.17) 
 2 This stationary action is complex in general. 
  We can also obtain this stationary action by use of the continuum-time formalism if 
we keep the boundary term as mentioned in chapter 2: 
          —iScs/NDwS=—12(IzEd2+2) +1(Z*Zs (7)) +e(0)zi)                                     2F 
                     1  dtzs(t)dzs (t)dfs(t)  zs (0     20}  { f  dt  dt 
 dt  cosh(is  (t) —  zs  (0). (5.1.18) 
With  zs  (T) and  zs(0) understood as  lima°  €) and  lim40  fs(€), respectively, this 
formula gives the correct stationary action (5.1.17). 
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5.1.3 Fluctuations 
As noted in chapter 2, well-defined evaluation of the fluctuation integral is possible only 
in the discrete-time formalism. We separate the integration variables as 
 z(n)  =  zs  (n)  +  ((n),  z*(n)  =  fs(n)  +  (*(n)  :  n  =  1,  2,  •  •  •  N  1. 
 (5.1.19a) 
It is convenient to define 
 C(0)  =  C  (N)  0. (5.1.19b) 
Substituting (5.1.19a) into the action (4.2.2c) and (4.2.6), and expanding those up to the 
second order in the fluctuation, we obtain 
 Sc[z*,,Z]  =  Sc  Sc2[(*  , (5.1.20a) 
 Sc2[C, =  [C, +  ,S(1[(*,  C], (5.1.20b) 
where 
                        N 
     s2c r<_* {2(*(n)((n) —  2(*(n)((n —  1)}  , (5.1.21a) 
                  ND W
2 
                                    n=1 
      sc2d[c*,(-1:=              iN2DWSQcos 20 E E{((*(n))2(((n  — 1))2 —  2(*(n)((n —  1)1  .
 n=1 
 (5.1.21b) 
Accordingly, the transition amplitude reduces to 
 (zde-ifiTinIzi)  exp [-1-iSd1C2(77), (5.1.22a) 
 N-1  1C2(T)  lim  f H  NpwSd((n)d(*(n)  exp2  [(*,  1 (5.1.22b) 
 27ri 
The detailed evaluation of  1C2  (T) is given in Appendix  C.1. The result is 
 /C2  (7') =    C20  52  cos  20. (5.1.23)                             — SioT' 
This completes a microscopic evaluation of the transition amplitude for a free domain 
wall. 
5.1.4 Transition probability 
We can now compute transition probabilities between various initial and final domain-wall 
states: 
  P(q,  OF,  01;71) :=  1(zF 
 el/c6T 2         ti  exp [--haS: , (5.1.24a)                ,V1+ 2aC2T +I  
        —2Ca- =  NDwS  [q2 (oF  01)2 2(11,7)2R(sin  20)2 —  C2Ta cos20  . 
 (5.1.24b) 
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The right-hand side does not depend on  qF and q1 separately but only on  q(-=-,  qF —  qi) as 
expected from the translation invariance. This justifies the notation  P  (q  ,  OF  01;T).
 Case  of  a  =  0
In the absence of transverse anisotropy  (C2  a  a = 0), the original Hamiltonian (3.1.1) has 
rotation invariance around the z axis. This means that the domain wall can not move and 
has infinite mass for the particle picture. Thus, the transition probability is independent 
of T:
 P(q,  OF  Cbi;  71) =  exp  [—NDwS{q2+  (OF  - 0021] =  1(47  ZI)2  • (5.1.25)
Thus, the transition probability coincides with the overlap between the initial and the 
final states and is a function of the differences  qF  qi and  OF -  6. It is shown in Fig.5.1. 
It is noted that the second equality of (5.1.25) holds exactly. This implies that there is 
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Figure 5.1: The transition probability in the absence of transverse anisotropy as a function 
of q  qF  qi and  OF -  01 with  &NA,  S = 100. It is independent of  T  .
  The factor  IVE,w  S in the exponent of (5.1.25) is large (typically of order of 102), 
reflecting the semi-macroscopic character of a typical domain wall of interest. Hence, if 
the final state is even slightly different from the initial state, the transition is forbidden.
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Case  of  a  7  0 
In the presence of the transverse anisotropy, the domain wall has band structure, and the 
transition probability depends on T: 
 P  (q,  OF,  Cbi;T) 
 exp(  -7 sin  20'  sinh  20")
 VI —  2r sin  20' sinh  20"  +  T2  {  (cos  20' cosh  20" 
   [ x exp — Npw S{q2 + (OF  -0I)2 
 -y2  ((sin  20'cosh  20'1)2 — (cos  20'inh  20'1)2) +  !
 )2  + (sin 20' sinh 20




where  7  ==_  QT. 
  In order to compute  (/;.(- +  ion), we need to solve the algebraic equation (5.1.12). 
On inspection we see that it has a solution  0 =  (OF +  00/2 if q  -T  sin(OF +  00. This 
motivates us to look for a more general class of solutions by linearizing (5.1.12) under the 
following condition to be justified a posteriori: 
                (19F +             = +  ,  sb" =  co",  I  Ico"  << 1. (5.1.27) 
 2 Then, we can write down  the linearized version of (5.1.12) as 
 2cp"  TCF,i2co'  41+  TCF12(p" = 0, (5.1.28) 
where 
            q +  TSFI, CFI -=  COS(OF  00)  SFI  =  sin(0F, +  6). (5.1.29) 
Hence 
      7CFI1 
        2(pf  =,2c,o"=  . (5.1.30)                  1 
+ (7CF021 + (TCFI)2 
Since q' is at most of order unity, the assumed condition (5.1.27) is satisfied if  10  < 1. 
Substituting (5.1.30) into (5.1.24b) we find 
 2 q  
                   =  -NDwS                         [1+(TCFI)2 +(OF—,(5.1.31)  h, 
while the prefactor of (5.1.24a) is obtained, up to  0(q'2), as 
   1  [1( TCF1 )227-S                {(1(SFI)2 (TCFI)2 '2}1 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      • \/1((TCFI)2(TCFI)2 1 + (TCFI)2Fiq 2  CFI 1  + (TCFI)2q 
                                                        (5.1.32)
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Because of the large factor  NDWS in the exponent of (5.1.31), the  q`-dependence of the 
prefactor is negligible. Hence, 
                       1
    P(q,OF,01;71)  ti   
                   + (T  COS(OF  01))2 
                        {(q.T sin*+00)2                  xexp [—NDwS 1+ (r. cos(OF00)2+ (OF—00211
                                                        (5.1.33) 
which is valid for  lq+  T  sin(OF  +001  << 1. The last term of the exponent in the right-hand 
side should be written as 
 min(OF — - 27rm)2. (5.1.34) 
 771 
This approximate formula shows that transitions are suppressed if  OF  Cbi. It also sug-
gests the following picture: for a given  (OF,  q51), the peak of the wave packet  representing 
the center position q moves with the velocity (in units of  AC2) 
 vpacket —  sin(OF +  (1)i   7 (5.1.35) 
while the width (in units of  A) of the wave packet increases as 
 + 00)211/2.(5.1.36)  Wpacket  (T){1(T cos(OF 
The minimal velocity and maximal spreading occurs at +  q5i = 0 (mod  7r), while the 
maximal velocity and minimal spreading occurs at  1c5F +  c5I  =  7r/2 (mod  7r). We choose 
these cases as well as the intermediate case of  1OF =  27r/3, and depict (5.1.33) in Figs. 
 5.2-5.4 with solid curves. These figures show the case of minimal suppression  (OF  =  6)• 
We take  NDWS = 100 throughout (and also in Fig. 5.5 below). 
  Fig. 5.2 shows the case of  OF =  q51 =  7r/2, where  Vpacket  7-- 0 and  w  —  packet  (T)  (1+7_2)1/2. 
The curve for q = 0, where the formula (5.1.33) is exact as mentioned at the beginning 
of this subsection, shows that the probability of remaining in the initial state decreases 
with time. Thus the domain wall exhibits a quantum phenomenon analogous to the 
wave-packet spreading as a free particle. The long-time tail originates from the prefactor 
of (5.1.26) coming from the fluctuation. In the case that the final state corresponds to 
the mere displacement of the initial domain wall by the distance q 0, the transition 
probability exhibits an initial increase, which may be interpreted as the appearance of 
an overlap between the final wave packet and the wave packet evolving from the initial 
state. For a small q, the overlap initially suppressed by the large factor  NDWS is rapidly 
recovered resulting in a sharp initial increase of the transition probability. The origin of 
the long-time tail is the same in the case of q = 0. The case ofq5F == —7r/3, where 
 Vpacket  =0/2 and  w  —  packet  (T) (1  +  T2/4)1/2, is shown in Fig. 5.3, which exhibits a 
moving and spreading wave packet. So far, the quantum dynamics of the domain wall 
resembles that of a free particle. However, Fig. 5.4, where  OF =  q5I  = —71/4, reveals quite 
a different feature; it may be interpreted as showing a non-spreading wave packet like a 
solitary wave with  Vpacket = 1 and  Wpacket (r) = 1. 
  Let us see these behavior from the band picture. In cases of  OF  =  = 71/2,  —7/3, 
They have identical energy of a free particle from (4.5.3a). Hence, transition probabilities
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exhibit same behavior of a quantum mechanical free particle. On the other hand, In 
the case of  oF =  0, = —7r/4, since the mean momentum(chirality) of the initial and the 
final states are sharply localized around  —7r/4, the energy band can be linearized at the 
narrow region of  00 =  —7r/4. Thus, the transition probability exhibits a non-spreading 
wave packet. 
  Finally, Fig. 5.5 shows that the transition probabilities between states with the com-
mon center position (q = 0) and different  chiralities are rather small. This is in contrast 
to the situation in Fig. 5.2, where there is an appreciable transition probability between 
states with the common chirality  (OF =  0) and q   0.














Figure 5.2:  Time-dependence of the transition probabilities for  OF =  Oi = 7r/2. Solid 
lines represent analytical results in the linear approximation (the curve for q = 0 is 
exact). Squares, open circles, and triangles represent numerical results.
  To check the accuracy of the approximate formula (5.1.33), we have numerically solved 
(5.1.12) for  cb' and  cb", and put them into (5.1.26). The results are depicted in Figs. 
5.2-5.5. It is confirmed that (5.1.33) remains valid even for  iq +  7  sin(OF +  cbi)i  --, 1.
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Figure 5.3: The transition probability as a function of q and T in the case of  OF  =  (bi = 
 —7r/3. Numerical results are indistinguishable from the analytical ones.
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Figure 5.4: The transition probability as a function of q and T in the case of  OF  =  Oi  — 
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5.2 Pinned Domain Wall
5.2.1 Effective pinning action 
We begin by deriving the effective action coming from the pinning potential. We assume 
that a thin layer of impurities exists in the much narrow region compared with the width  A 
of the domain wall and that the layer has a different longitudinal anisotropy. Accordingly, 
we adopt the following Hamiltonian: 
                            •.=—1E        pin-(5.2.1)                        23z'
where  K'j is the longitudinal anisotropy due to the impurities; it is assumed to be non-
zero only near the origin (j = 0). In order to derive the action for the collective degree 
of freedom from this Hamiltonian (5.2.1), we consider the matrix element between states 
separated by the unite discrete-time interval:
 (  (e(n)  — 1))) =  —  21Ldk3(((n)A,A(n1))) 
 S  k,  s,  1)  f1  —g(n)i(n — 1)12+11  2  3  2) 1  +q(nX7 (n  —f 2 
 ki  (1) 1112CIXfx  {1 —  e*  (x,rtg(x, n---1)12 
 2 2—()                                 --L12a 1+ e*(x  ,n)e(x  ,n—  1)  f  ' 
                                                            (5.2.2)
where we have taken the spatial continuum limit and neglected a constant term;  K' is the 
anisotropy energy of impurity per site and  f  (x) is a localized function which we take as
 (x) = exp [— x 
 Npa )21 (5.2.3)
where  Np is the number of impurities  (Npa  << A). Substituting  {es  (x;  z*  (n)),s(x; z(n))} 
for  {C  (x,  n),  "(x,  nil in (5.2.2), we find 
 ((es(n)11--/pii,r(n —  1))) 
      _R's(s 11112 dx1(x)1 + en(1 —e-24-1)2                           f_,  22)j-172 a-2-n                                                                                  -i 
                               '1(
s _1)AiLl2A2 
 1— e                   dxexp {—(,x2](1 +12x±z*(n)H-z(n-1))2       22)aJ-L/2ANpae2x±z*(7-)-1-z(n-1)
 
1,...0
 NDW  S k'  (s  -  1  )2 (
1  —  e.*(n)+z(u—i)
2
 NDwS K'  (S  —1)2 (
1  +  ez*(n)+z(Th-1)
1  —  ez*(n)+z(n-1)
)
2  L/2A—>o0 
 LL/2.\—).—oc
2 1 +  ez*(n)d-z(n-1)  )2
dx exp  [ (
A 
 Np  a ) 2  x21
(5.2.4)
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where K'  K'fiNpaIA. Accordingly, the pinning action for the collective degrees of 
freedom can be written as 




        OR—=—Ka(5.2.5b) 
We add this pinning action to (4.2.2a); the total action is to be denoted by  ,_53[z*  , z]. 
5.2.2 Stationary action path 
Let us derive the stationary action path in the same manner as in the case of the free 
domain wall. The equation of motion with the continuous-time limit is 
 dzs  (t)   9 sinh(fs(t) zs(t)) iS2p sinh  's(t)±zs(t) 
i                        2  
 dtcosh3 zs(t)±2zs(t)(5.2.6a) 
       dZ(t)sinhzs(t)±zs(t)              =sinh(e(t) zs(t)) + 2 (5.2.6b) 
        dt p cosh3 zs(t)+zs(t) 
 Zs(0) =  Z1,  ,s(T)  =  zF.  (5.2.6c) 
Now, we assume that the center position and the chirality are localized around the origin 
and  7r/2, respectively. Hence we write 
 ,s(t)  +  zs(t) =  2cr(t), (5.2.7a) 
 zs(t) — zs(t) = —2i +  cos(t)) (5.2.7b) 
where  qs(t)1,  bps(t)1  << 1. With (5.2.7), we linearlize equation (5.2.6) as 
                    dqs(t)                      =  2C1(ps(t), (5.2.8a) 
 dt 
                     dcos(t)  =  —C2pqs  (t) . (5.2.8b) 
 dt 
Accordingly, the general solution is 
 qs  (t) =  A  sin  wt  +  B  cos  wt, (5.2.9a) 
 cps  (t) =  -y(A  cos  wt —  B  sin  wt), (5.2.9b) 
where A and B are complex constants, and 
           w V2C2C2p =  V2 /3Q, .\4L2=1113.(5.2.10) 
                      2Q  2 
From (5.2.9), we obtain 
 zs(t) = (A —  B)  sin  wt + (B +  i7A)  cos  cot +  (5.2.11a) 
 .s (t)  = (A +  i7B)  sin  wt + (B —  A)  cos  wt  —  (5.2.11b) 
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The boundary condition (5.2.6c) takes the form 
       B +  i7  A + i 2= z1, (5.2.12a) 
 A(sin  wT -  cos  wT) +  B(cos  wT +  i7  sin  wT)  - i2= 4. (5.2.12b) 
Thus, the constants A and B are determined as 
             A +  2  2- (zi  (cos  wT +  sin  wT)                                                          (5.2.13a)(1
+  72) sinwT -  2i-y cos wT 
                                7r 
       B =- i-2 -  kyA. (5.2.13b) 
The conditions  qs  bps (t)  << 1 is  justified if we take  lzFI,14  <<  I and  7  > 1. 
5.2.3 Stationary action 
The stationary action can be calculated by substituting  {e(t),  zs  (01 into the following 
formula: 
  hSrNpw S = -1-2(lzF12 +1412) +-2(42(T) + fs(0)zi) 
             foTe(t)                   dtdzs (t)de(t) zs (t) 
     t 
 dt  dt 
 dt  {C2  cosh(fs(t)  -  zs(0)  +C2p  tanh2 (fs(t)  zs  (t) , 
2
                                                        (5.2.14) 
where  zs  (71) and  .s(0) are to be understood as  lim,4,0  zs(T-E) and  lima°  fs(E), respectively. 
Taking into account of  1c18(01,1Cos(t)1  << 1, we obtain 
     1Sr NpwS = -1(1zF2 + 142) 
 +1  zF{(A -  iryB)  sin  w71 + (B +  iryA)  cos  wT +  i
 2  2 
                   +(B - ir-yA - 
 +i7r(A  sin  wT +  B  cos  wT - B) +  iciT. (5.2.15) 
 2 5.2.4 Fluctuations 
We decompose {z*(n), z(n)} into the stationary-action path and the fluctuations around 
it such as in  (5.1.19a). Then, 
 sfle +  c  ,  zs +  (] =  SPS +  snc, (}, (5.2.16a) 
                      N 
                                              -1  -sp2[(*, (] =NDWSE[ (1  __2) ((*(n))2 - (1--2) (((n))2 
L  2 
 n=1 
                                13 +2(-i)(*(n)((n)  +  2  {i +  ES2  (1 +2--) (*(n)((n -  1)1.  (5.2.16b) 
                           53
From Appendix C.3, we obtain 
 N-1     /OAT)N limexp(-hc.V2[(* (1)             -}OQ 27ri                   cl((n)d(* (n) 
                                 n=1 
             (1+4)T (cos\/20C171 i  ( + -1sin-V.3C21 
                  0-02 
5.2.5 Transition probability 
We can now compute transition probabilities between various initial and fi 
states: 
             P(qFOF,q5i; T) := (zFiliT/41z1)12 
                        = 1C2  (T)12  exp  (-2  .              )




 Case  of  0  =  2 
In the case of  0 = 2, we can simplify A and B as 
              A =  -i [(4+ i±)e-2if2T(z1____i27r)1, 
 22(5.2.19a) 
                 B  =i- + i                  [(z;-)C2iC2T +z(i7)]         2F2I2. (5.2.19b) 
We put these into (5.2.18), and obtain 
 P  (qF  ,  qi,  OF,  Cbi; T) 
  = exp -Nipw S { (qF - qi cos 2C271 - co' sin 2S-271)2 +  (coF -  coi  cos  2CiT + qisin 2C271)2} , 
 [ 
                                                          (5.2.20) 
where 
 7i 
 (Poe  --  Oct  —  I3  a  =  I,  F. (5.2.21) 
We depict (5.2.20) in Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.7 with  Npw  S = 100. Fig. 5.6(a) shows the 
case of  qF =  qi = 0.1 and  coF =  col = 0.05, which is the periodic function of time 
T (in unit of  2C2/27r). Fig. 5.7, which is the function of the final states  qF and  OF 
and  T, shows the non-spreading and the oscillating wave packet. This behavior of the 
domain wall looks like that of a harmonic-oscillator coherent state. In fact, (5.2.20) 
has the same form as the transition probability of a harmonic oscillator between the 
initial coherent state  14)(ZI =  ,Vmcol2h,(QI +  iiMmu.)) and the final coherent state
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1ZF)(ZF =  Vmco  12h(QF +  iPF  Irnw): 
 1(ZFle-ift7741Z1)12 = 1(ZFIZie-iwT)12 
                  = 2                     exp210412+1412)4     [+– 
                         = exp – —rn(QF – Qi cos wT---Pi sin wT)2 
                          2h 
                     PF  PI
2 
                     +(---COSWT+  Q1 sin w }1) (5.2.22) 
                   mw mw 
where  Qi and QF are the center of the initial and the final Gaussian wave packet, re-
spectively, and likewise  P1 and PF are the initial and the final mean momentum; w is 
the angular frequency of the oscillator and  m is the mass of a particle. Hence, in the 
special case of  o = 2, the quantum behavior of the pinned domain wall is same as that of 
harmonic oscillator and its mass  MDw is given by comparing (5.2.20) with (5.2.22): 
 NDwS  MDWI  
                                                        (5.2.23) 
              A2 h • 
Thus, 
            MDW  = MD, (5.2.24) 
where MD is the  DOring mass.
Case of   2 
In the case of  0 2, the transition probability exhibits a different behavior. We depict 
(5.2.18) in Figs.  5.6(b)(c), 5.8 and 5.9 with ND\ AS  = 100 for the case of  = 10 and 
 = 100. Figs. 5.6(b)(c) illustrate the numerical plots in the case of  qF  =  qi = 0.1 and 
 COF  COI = 0.05. They are periodic functions of time T (in unit of  -V312/(27r)) as in 
the case of  = 2. However, Figs. 5.8-5.9, which are the function of the final states  qF 
and  (pF and  T, show the breathing wave packet. This means that the width of the wave 
packet periodically spreads and recovers its form. The time of the recovering of the form 
is periodic of period T = n/2, where n is an integer. The precisely analytical form of the 
transition probability in the case of maximal "squeezing" at time T = n + 1/4 is given by 
 P(PP,  qI,  OF  Oi;  n + 1/4) 
      2 2  21/271exp NENvS2,QqF2 (pi  +  4COF6qi), 
 2 +2 + 13 2 +/3 
                                                          (5.2.25)
Compared with the case of  0 = 2, the total magnitude of the transition provability is 
maximally decreased by the ratio of  2-3/(2 +  0), and seen as a function of  qF and  OF, 
the width of the wave  packet shrinks and spreads in the direction of  qF and  OF by the 
ratio of  02 +  0)/(20) and  -V2 respectively. Furthermore, the peak of the wave 
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packet shifts from  OF  —  7r/2 and 7r/2  —  qito  6(OF —  7r/2) and  (7r/2 —  aqi), respectively. 
In order to look for the origin of this behavior, we consider the pinning action (5.2.5a) 
from a particle picture. The corresponding potential energy can be written as
                            2  VV(Q) = NjwShOS2(tanh(TO(5.2.26)
In the case of  1Q/A1  < 1, the pinning potential can be approximated by the harmonic 
potential:
                         Q 
 2 
 Vp(Q)'dNpwStiOCI&-) 
                               A 
                                    1A,,/—                             =—
2IviDk20C1)2Q2. 
Hence, the width of the Gaussian wave packet, which is denoted by  6cs, 
state for this pinning potential is given by
     (32      4 ,. 





 MD  -‘39
(5.2.28)
where  8Dw(=  A/V2NDwS) is the width of the Gaussian wave packet of the initial and the 
final states. In the case of  0 = 2, then  6„ =  6Dw. Hence, the initial and the final states 
coincide with the coherent state for this pinning potential. On the other hand, in the 
case of  /3 2, then  Ocs  6Dw.  . The initial and the final states correspond to the squeezed 
state for this pinning potential. Hence, transition probabilities exhibit the breathing wave 
packet.
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Figure 5.8: The transition probability as a function of  OF, and T in the case of  qi  = 0.1 
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In this chapter, we evaluate the effect of environment in the case of the free domain 
wall. We derive the effective action for the collective degrees of freedom by integrating 
out the environment, and evaluate transition amplitude by use of the stationary action 
approximation.
6.1 Effective Action 
The transition amplitude can be represented as a multiple integral over the collective 
degrees of freedom and the environment at each discrete time: 
 N  —1             
1     (4le—124)=f11Npwsclz(n)dz* (n)fr 2Sdrik(n)d71Z(n)                    27ri  27ri       n=1 k 
                   Xexp(—i{S,[e, Z] + e[71*, 71] +Sc_e[Z*, Z 771 1 711})-(6 .1.1) 
                                   h, 
Let us now integrate out the environment. Using the result of Appendix D, we can reduce 
the above expression to the following: 
 N  —1                        dz(n)dz* (n)     (zde-iin7hz1) =IHATE,ws exp  (—i  Sceff[z*,  z]) (6.1.2a)  27ri  h, 
 n=1 
 N  i 
....,     Sce" [z*, z] :=  Nipw  S  E -1{z*(n)z(n) +  z*  (n—1)* —  1)} +  z*  (n)z(n — 1)
                n-12 
 N 
 —i,EQ  cosh{z*(n) — z(n — 1)1 — 2S E E Orn,ak* (m)e-ifenz-1)nk Jk(1), (6.1.2b) 
    1 
                                              m,1=1 k 
where we neglect a constant term which does not contribute to the transition amplitude. 
The last term of the effective action  Sr  [z*, z] represents the effect of the environment, 
which is non-local in the discrete-time. In the next section, we evaluate the transition 
amplitude using again the stationary action approximation.
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6.2 Stationary Action Approximation 
6.2.1 Stationary action path 
Let us derive the equation of motion for the stationary action path by differentiating the 
effective action: 
               i [z*,  z] i  asr  [z*,  zi 0.  (6.2.1)                h  O
z*  (n)  s h- 1)  s 
Thus, with the notation being given at Eq. (4.2.20a), we find 
 0  =  -NDwSAzs(n)  iES1  sinh(Azs(n)) 
                iES2Tk(0)  -2SE' [E{  0e-                                   n-1,1tc(n-1-1)54Afs(n) - On,ie—ic(n—l)QkAfs(n +  1) 
                   2 
 k 1=1 
     xTk(3,zs(1)) + (€52)2 0 „_1,177,(Azs (n))Tk(Azs (1))e-"(n-1-1)0k 
 +E(EC2)20„,,,r,(Azs(n))Tk(Azs(m +  1))e-"(m-n)'4],  (6.2.2a) 
 =  1 
 0 =  NpwS.A.e(n)  sinh(A  e(n)) 
                   k(0)—ern—-1-1)SZnl-n)12k AzS(n)     -2SE'[E{i€QT   (0e"nkAzs/n -1) -um,ie-ZE( 
                  2m,n-1 
        k m=1 
 X  Tk(Azs(m + 1))  -  (EC1)20,,„Ti:(Azs(n))Tk(Azs(m  1))e-iE(m-n)°k 
    -  E(E52)2  (n))Tk(Azs  (1))e-iE(11-1--1)°k  , (6.2.2b) 
                                                              (6.2.2c) 
where 
 Az'  (n)  -=  zs  (n) -  zs  (n - 1),  Azs(n)  e(n) -  zs  (n - 1), (6.2.3) 
and the prime in  T'  (s) means the differentiation with respect s. Note that the third terms 
of (6.2.2a) and  (6.2.2b) are negligible because they are of 0(E) even if we consider the 
sum over the discrete times. Hence, taking the continuous time limit, we can write these 
equations as 
   s ()  sinh(Azs(t))  1fde{0(tt')F(tt') + (t  t') coshA-zs(ti)   dzt  
 dt 2 
                                                            (6.2.4a) 
 de  (t)-                                                           zs(T       =sinh(Azs(0)1 -{0(tt')F(tt') (t)}coshAe)  
dt 2 
                                                        (6.2.4b) 
 zs(0)  =  z1,  .Zs(T) =  z. (6.2.4c) 
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with 
                                      ac         F(t) :=1dk(1  + k2)sech2±rkexp [—i,—(1+  k2)ti, (6.2.5) 
 40  2  a 
where we have replaced the sum over k by the integration over  k. From (6.2.4), we obtain  
,s(t) —  zs(t)  ----  —20, (6.2.6) 
where  0 is a complex constant, which is same as chapter 5.1.1. Hence, we see that the 
environment does not affect the chirality up to the first order. Substituting (6.2.6) into 
(6.2.4), and taking account of the boundary condition(6.2.4c), we obtain 
                  tfT zs(t) = zi —  C2 sin  2q[t —  iscos20fdedt"{OW—  t")F  (t'— t") + (t44 t')}] 
                00 
                                                           (6.2.7a) 
                                       TT  zs(t) =4C2sin sin 20[t — T+  Ai cos20fdt' dt"{OWne— tu-  tn) +(t H  t')}] 
                t0 
 (6.2.7b) 
Putting this back into (6.2.6), we find that the constant  0 is determined by the following 
algebraic equation: 
     4 -  z, +  QT  (1 — Lcos2  0)sin  20 + ice2 F (T) sin  20 cos2  0 +20= 0, (6.2.8a) 
                2 where 
                             0.
dksech2if(cin,T— 1).  F  (T)  :=—7r(6.2.8b) 
 8 o  1  + k2' 
6.2.2 Stationary action 
We can calculate the stationary action  ‘Vf-s in the same manner as in the previous 
chapter. The result is 
                  hSceff-s/NpwS 
     121           = ——
2a,*+ 142)i 
                              +z;zi—-z*—zT+ 2.0) 2 
                         2F- 
                           CV
cos4  —inT (cos  20 ——2cos`*  0) +  a2 F  (T) cos4  0. (6.2.9)
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6.2.3 Fluctuations
We can also perform the integration over fluctuations in the same manner. Thus,
z(n)  = zs(n) + ((n), z*(n) =  zs(n) +  (*(n),  (6.2.10a) 
 S:fr +  (*,zs +  (1  sf-  sf-2{c*  ,  (6.2.10b) 
 1Seff-2[(* 
 h, 
 N  -1 =  —  NDw  S  E  [(*(n)((n)  *(n)((n  —  1)
 n=i 
 42ecos20{((*(n))2 +  (((n) 2 — 2(*(n)((n —  1)11 
 2 
          N 
N 
  DW SaC22  E  _  1)  [  cos2  q5cos  20{  ((*(m) — ((m, —  1))2 —  (C  (1) — ((1  —  1))2} 
 rn,1=  1 
— sin2  20((*(m)  — (m—  1))((*(/) — ( 1 —  1))1,  (6.2.10c)
where we have neglected terms coming from  C  k(s)  ,  CZ(s) of (4.2.20) because they are of 
 O(€) even if we consider the sum over the discrete times. The characteristic time scale  tc 
of the variation of ((n) is  t,  ti  1/Q. On the other hand, that of  r(t), which represents 
the effect of the environment, is  t:"  ,--  a/Q. We depict F(t) as a function of Qt in Figs. 
6.1. Therefore, we see that the following approximation could be adopted when a  << 1 
 (t:-  <<  to:
 N  -1 
 E  0,X  (m —  1)  {CM —  ((1 — 1)} 
 /=1
{(*(m) -  ((m  -  1)}SF(m),  (6.2.11a)
where
 N  -1 
 SF(m) :=  E  Orn,iF(m —  1)  .
 1=1
From now on, we proceed to the integration over the fluctuations in th 
Accordingly, by use of  (6.2.11a),  (6.2.10c) can be simplified as
 (6.2.11b)
e case of a  << 1.
1Sf-2[(* 1 
 NDw S    i 2{A(n)((*(02i3(n)(((n))2 
 n=1 
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Figure 6.1: The real and the imaginary parts of F(t) as a function of  Qt.
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where 
 A(n)  =  EC2(n)  , 
 B(n)  =  €C2(n  + 1), 
                     C(n) =  -i, 
 D(n) = i -  EC2(n)  , 
 S2(n) :=  Q{cos  c  -  2ice4(0)SF(n)}, 
                   41(0) :=1-2(cos 20 + cos40).
From Appendix C.4, we obtain 
          a) =himd((rc1*(n)i                  "271" expSeff-2   Ic1(*,  (1    N—oo )  h, 
 n=1 
 —1/2           = [M  (T)1 ,
        M (T) = (1 -i dtS2(t)) exp i dtQ(t)) , 
where  C2(t) =  52{cos  q -  2ia4(0)SF(t)}. The integration of  S2  (t) is evaluated as 
                   0T 
 &SIMT cos 20 - 2ia2(1)(0)  dtSF  (t) 
                                                     oT   = 
                  =CY{cos  20-  4zI)(0)} +  O(a2). 
6.2.4 Transition probability 
The transition probability is obtained via 
            P(q, OF,T) =exp(-3n-caS:ff-s) . 
In order to evaluate this, we need to solve the algebraic equation  (6.2.8a). By 
condition (5.1.27), we can write down the linearized version of (6.2.8a) as 
 A(T)2cri +  B(r)2co" =  (T) 

















 ./1.(T)  =  —TC —  TCIF(T)(CFI +  C2FI), 
                         02 
 B(T)—2  1  +RF(T)(CF1 +  C2F1)5 
                      2 
         C(T)a2RF(T) (SFI—10-302FI) 
2          2 
       (AT)q(1              TS +—2-c1F(T) (SF1 + -2S2FI) 
          S SF' — a (SFI+SCCFI —(CFI + C2F1) 5 
            22FI 74 
 SF'  sin(OF  6)1 52F1  = sin  2(4 +  6), 
 CFI  =  COOF +  01),  C2FI  = COS  2(OF  0'). 
Hence 
 A(r)q'(r) - B(r)C(r)Bq'(r) + A(T)C(T)  
     2(p'=  ,2,0P= 
            A2(71+ B2(r) A2(T)+B2(T) 
Substituting this into the stationary action, we find 
               -2ras:ff-s/NDwS 
                                               2 
— (OF  —  01)2  B(T) fgitr\A(T)                          )C (T) 
               .42(T)  +82(T)1kI  B(T) 
         ce2 C2 (7- ) 
            +-2RF(T)(1 +  CFI  )2 
This expression can be used for arbitrary a. 
case of a  < 1 
In the case of a  <<  1(t:"  <<  tc), we can obtained M(T) analytically;  substitut 
into  (6.2.14b), we obtain  
IM(T)1-1  =  (1  +  (CT)2)0(1+  0(qi)), 
 while,  (6.2.19)  can  be  simplified  up  to  0(a).  Hence,  the  transition  probabilit 
 P(4,  OF)  OI;  T) 
                eXp  NDwS{   1(qFST12 +(OF—00211 
 (CT)2 L (CT)2 
Note that the effect of the  environment is contained in S and C via the terms 
to a. For a given  (OF,  On, the peak of the wave packet representing the  cen 
 qF  ql moves with the velocity (in unit of  Al) 
         Vpacket Vpacket 2  (sin*  + + sin  2(OF +  00) 
 4  2 











 =  (1  +  (CT)2)v2(1+  0(qi)), (6.2.20) 
 y is
 _2 exp  Npwsi"r_ 2' I + (OF — 01] - (6.2.21)                + (LT 
 a i t  proportional 
t e eak f t e ave acket presenting t e  nter position
(6.2.22)
where  vpacke, = —  sin(OF +  0i) is the velocity in the absence of the environment. While 
the width (in unit of A) of the wave packet increases as
                                                        21/2 'thpacket (T) =1+ {T(cos(OF + 01) —ci(cos(OF ++  cos  2(OF + 00)1]. (6.2.23)
  Let us evaluate the transition probability. In the case of OF =  OI =  7r/2, we have, 
S = 0, C  = —1. The behavior of the transition probability is the same as in the absence 
of the environment shown in chapter 5.1. Hence, we see that the environment does 
not affect the quantum dynamics of the collective degrees of freedom.  In  the case of 
OF =  OI =  —7/3, we have, S  =  —0(1—a/8)/2, C = —(1—a/2)/2, 4.-)                                                                                  -packet =  3(1—a)/2 < 
Vpackettbpacket (T) { 1  +  T2(1_ a/2)2}1/2 wpacket  (T)  • Hence, we can interpret that the 
velocity and the width of the wave packet decrease due to the effect of the environment. 
However, because  a  << 1, it is negligible for the transition probability. In the case 
 of  OF =  OI = —7r/4, we have, S = —(1 —  a), C  =  a/4,  i)  packet  = (1 —  a) <  Vpacket 
        =(1+(127_2/4)1/2.  thpacket  (T)It is noted that the width of wave packet depends on time. 
Although the effect is rather small, it is noteworthy that the wave packet spreading is 
recovered by the effect of environment. 
  Comparing with (6.2.22) and (4.5.3b), the corresponding dispersion relation of the 
band energy can be written as 
 E(00) =  E(00) Npw Shn  cos  200  + 1  cos  400)  . (6.2.24) 
 4  4
Hence, we can understand that the effect of environment contributes only to the renoma-
lization of energy. 
  It is concluded that the effect of environment is negligible for all cases in the adiabatic 
 limit(teenv  <<  tc).
 case  of  a  It  1 
For arbitrary  a, we can not use the result of  (6.2.144 However, we can extract the effect 
of the environment from the formula (6.2.19). Let us evaluate  exp(-2aSceff-s/h,), which 
is the most dominant factor in the transition probability, for a given  (OF,  00, as functions 
of q and  T. 
  In the case of OF =  0I =  7/2, we have,  A(7-) = 0,  13(r) = 1,  C(T) = 0, and  V(r) q. 
Hence, we see that  exp(-2-caSceff-s/h) takes the same value as in the absence of the envi-
ronment. Furthermore, we can extract the information of the integration of fluctuations. 
By use of  2co'  = 0,  2(p" = q, we see that the terms containing  lArn  —1) in  (6.2.10c) depend 
only on q through cos 20 and sin 20. Therefore, the contribution to the environment of the 
integration over fluctuations would depend only on q. Because of the large factor  ND\  T  S
in the exponent of the transition probability, this contribution is negligible. Hence, in the 
case of OF =  OI =  7r/2, the environment does not at all affect the quantum dynamics of 
the collective degrees of freedom even if  a takes the arbitrary value because the domain 
wall does not have the velocity. In the cases of OF =  0I =  —7/3 and OF =  0I =  —7/4, 
since the domain wall has the velocity, we expect the dissipation of energy. Now, we take 
 a = 1,  a = 3  (try  tc) and depict  exp(-2caSeff-s/h) in Figs. 6.2-6.5. These exhibit an 
initial increase, which is enhanced by the environment. However, they decrease rapidly
68
for  'r  > 1. Thus, the probability finding the center position for  T(> 1) is suppressed by 
the effect of the environment. This means that the picture of the collective degrees of 
freedom is useless and macroscopic quantum phenomena can not be expected in the case 
of  a  > 1.
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We have consistently introduced the collective degrees of freedom, namely, center position 
and the chirality of the domain wall by use of the Faddeev-Popov technique in the spin 
coherent state path integral of the proper  discrete-time formalism. It has been shown that 
the domain wall can be formally regarded as the system of a  'boson" z interacting with 
bosons  {71}. Furthermore, "boson" z has been consistently translated as a Bloch particle. 
It has been shown that the center position and the chirality of the domain wall correspond 
to the position coordinate and the periodic momentum, respectively, which are mutually 
canonical conjugate, and the transverse anisotropy plays a role in the dispersion relation 
of the energy band for the domain wall. We have pointed out fundamental problems of 
the continuous-time formalism in detail. This formulation is not reliable at the level of the 
effective action. We have evaluated the quantum dynamics of the domain wall in the case 
of the free domain wall and the pinned domain wall on the basis of the stationary-action 
approximation in the path integral formalism. The free domain wall exhibits the wave-
packet spreading analogous to that for a quantum-mechanical free particle except for the 
special case  (OF =  01 =  +7/4). This case exhibits the non-spreading wave packet, which 
can be understood from the band picture. The pinned domain wall can be regarded as an 
analogous of a quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator in a coherent state or squeezed 
state. In the special case  03 = 2), the domain wall exhibits exactly the same behavior 
as the coherent state of a harmonic oscillator. Other cases exhibit the breathing wave 
packet like a squeezed state of a harmonic oscillator. We have evaluated the effect of 
environment confirming ourselves to the case of the free domain wall. In the case of weak 
transverse anisotropy (a  << 1), the environment does not affect the quantum dynamics 
described by collective degrees of freedom. In the case of a 1, we have separated the 
situation into two cases. One case  (OF =  6 = +7r/2) is not affected by the environment 
at all.  In other cases  (OF =  01 =  +7/3) or  (OF =  cbi =  +7r/4), transition probabilities 
are suppressed by the environment, though there are some enhancement initially. This 
implies the uselessness of the picture of the collective degrees of freedom.
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7.2 Remarks
Let us remark on MQT and MQC involving a domain wall. A domain wall represented by 
collective degrees of freedom have been shown to behave a Bloch particle of the coherent 
state with energy band due to the transverse anisotropy. Hence, we expect that a quantum 
depinning (MQT) will occur in a suitable situation, that is in the case of a weak pinning 
and a strong transverse anisotropy under external magnetic field as  mentioned by many 
workers. However, the domain wall has the energy band dependent on the chirality; the 
variation of the chirality may affect the motion of the center position. Such a possibility 
has been overlooked in the literature. Existing works in the literature have considered 
only the case of fixed chirality  (OF =  +7/2)• 
  The MQC has been suggested to occur in the case of a strong pinning and a weak 
transverse anisotropy  [19]. Since a strong pinning tends to fix the center position at q = 0, 
This corresponds to the case of q = 0 for the free domain wall. However, Fig. 5.5 shows 
that the transition probability for q = 0 and  1OF  f-J  71" is negligible. This is due to 
the large factor ND) AS in the exponent. Though it may imply the impossibility the MQC 
to occur, there is a possibility to avoid this disappointments. In the case of the pinned 
domain wall, the chirality  q5  (t) depends on time through the stationary action path of 
 (5.2.6). Hence, even if  qF —  ci is large, it may involve the mechanism to effectively 
decrease  cbF — . At any rate, a careful consideration is needed to make a conclusion on 
the possibility of the MQC. 
  From the equivalence of a domain wall and a Bloch particle, we can remark on various 
phenomena for the quantum dynamics of the domain wall. In particular, Bloch oscillations 
[42, 43] can be expected under a uniform magnetic field along the easy axis. This field 
forces the domain wall to accelerate in the hard axis. However, since the energy of the 
domain wall is restricted to the maximum band in the momentum space, the momentum 
of the domain wall is reflected to the opposite boundary. This means that the domain wall 
oscillates in the real space. Furthermore, the energy will be quantized in equally spaced 






of Spin Coherent State
A.1 Spin Disentanglement Theorem 
In order to prove Eq.(2.1.3), it is enough to derive it for S = 1/2. The result can be 
generalized in the case of the arbitrary spin S from the point of view in the Lie group 
 SU(2). 
  We would expect that 
 exp(-0,§2) =  exp(AS_).A4  exp(-k§+), (A.1.1) 
where A is a function of 0, and  ..A4 is an operator, which is a function of  ,§3 and  O. Hence, 
 ./C4 =  exp(-)exp(-i0:9'2)exp(A+). (A.1.2) 
If we can show that the right-hand side of  (A.1.2) is a function of  :53  only, we can attain 
our purpose. In the case of S = 1/2, (spin operators are represented by the lower-case 
letter) 
     ( 
      .M1/2 := (1 - A,§_)cos -° - (A± - ,§_) sin--(1+ A.§±) 
     22 
         = 
             1+(A  -  tan  -9) (,§+-,§_)  A(A - 2tan-9).§_:§+}cos-9. (A.1.3) 
 2 Hence, if we put A = tan  9/2, the right-hand side of (A.1.3) becomes a function of  :§3 only: 
               A41/2 (1 + 83 cos  0  + (1  - ,3 )  1      ) e 
 22 2                                               )cos -2 
 = exp (2,§3 In cos2). (A.1.4) 
From the above formula, we can obtain the corresponding one in the general case as 
          exp(-i0A§2 )  = exp(A,S_) exp(2,'3  in cos0-)  exp(-A+). (A.1.5) 
 2 In order to obtain Eq(2.1.3), we note the following properties of the rotation operator for 
spin  Mcbe3), 
         RS2Rt  =  m  •  5,  fl,§±.fit =  e—jok,,  f6'3flt =  S3. (A.1.6) 
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Thus, 
 exp(—  i0  ,§2)k =  exp(—im  •  :5) 
               =  i?exp(AL)i?ti  exp  (2L3  ln cos  2 RtRexp(—aS+)Rt 
                =  exp(C5'_) exp  (2,3 log cos  exp(—CS±),  (A.1.7) 
where  s =  0'1' tan 0/2. 
A.2 Proof of Eq. (2.1.17) 
       f  dOe* 2S + 1  
         27ri  (1  + 112)2IOW 
         SdOe* 112S (C)-1 (OM  
    =10)(MIPS + 1)fsm,fsm 
 27ri  (1  +)2S+2 
 M,M'=—S                                            2ThdOfoo  r2S—M—M/+1 
 =  E0)(m1(2,91)isitrfsm —ez(m-m")°dr  
                       o(1 +r.2)25+2  M,M'=—S 
 °°St—M    =  E Im)(m-1(2s+0/1, fdt  
                               0 (1 + 02'5+2           M=—S 
The integral can be expressed in terms of the Beta function: 
            " m             B(rn, n) =Idt t' r(m)r(n)(A.2.1) 
                        0(1 + tr1+11Fern n) 
where  F(m) is the Gamma function. Thus, 
             dd* 2S + 1  
     I 
 27ri (1 +112)2 
S 
 E  Immilos+i)  t/B(S  —  M  +1,S  +  M  +  1) 
 M=—S 
                        2r(s -m-+ ins + m + 1)  ,  =  E  1M)  (MI  (2S  + 1)fsm 
                           r(2s 1) 
              M=—S 
 S  (2S)!   (S  —  M)!(S  +  M)!        =  E  mmt4-1(2s+1) 
                     (S + M)!(S M)!  (2S + 1)!  M=—S 
 S 
     =  E  Imxml 
  = 1. (A.2.2) 
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A.3 List of Matrix Elements 
The task of calculating matrix elements of spin operators for  the spin coherent states is 
reduced to that for the case of S = 1/2. 
  We introduce spin operators of magnitude S = 1/2,  fela = 1,  2,  •  •  • ,  2S} which are 
independent from each others, and a direct product of spin coherent states of S = 1/2: 
 2S 
 :-="  10(a)  (A.3.1a) 
 a=1 
                        0 1 )(a) 0 1(a) 
               0(a) =  cos-2 —2+ e"b sin  2 —  —2 .  (A.3.1b) 
For a polynomial function  f(x)  f  (Xi x2, x3), it can be shown that 
                  =  (N(T)  e), (A.3.2) 
where  le) and  S are a spin coherent state and a spin operator of arbitrary magnitude  S, 
respectively, and  T  := Ect2S (a).                      sBy use of this relation, we find for example, 
 2S 
           (ell'§310  E  A(3ct)  le) 
 a=1 
 2S ( 25 (  2S                  = E (a)(ej'§(3a)le)(a") 
                a=1 a'=1 a"=1 
                                       2S 
                     (AM2S-1 E (a)(03a)10(a)) (A.3.3a) 
                                                          • 
 a=1 
where 
 1 +et*  (A
.3.3b)  (1
+ 102)1/2(1 +Z2)1/2 
Because the matrix element of each a is independent and has the same value, we obtain 
 (A)) ((e ,5310)  (V0310   Ke10 
                             =  28 (a)( .§(3a)le (a)/Ae • (A.3.3c) 
It follows that matrix elements for arbitrary magnitude S can be obtained by calculating 
those for S = 1/2. 
  We can also obtain matrix elements of a quadratic spin operator by use of the following 
relation:
  (((a •,§')(b •:§))) =1— 12S)((a •:.))((b• 
where a and b are arbitrary complex vectors. 
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,§))+;:(K( a  x  b)  •  +  Sa  •  b, (A.3.4)
  (Proof 
  We note the following formula which holds in the case of spin 1/2: 
 (a  •  :S)(b  •  .;`) = 
                        =1 aiki(Pi, sj  j +  Ajl) 
                          1    1 2
                           =-aibi(ic-•k2"+                                "k6.•)
                            =(a x b) •
2121a. b.                                                         (A.3.5)
By use of the above formula, we find 
 (((a =  E{0(-')('11(a.  ';'(a))(b  5(3))1010  (°")}/  (00 
 a/3  a'  an 
            =  (0e0-11(')(na  •  .;"(c')) (b  •  :§(a))1n)(') x  2S} 
 +2(AM-2  E(-)  (o(a  ,§(c'))10(1)  °)('1(b  •.;'(3))  10  (13) 
 ck<i3 
 2S(0vc)-1  (')( {;;(a x b) •,§(a)zila  •  b} 10(') 
 +2(A(e)-2(2S -2(2S)!2! (a)  (C 1(a •':(a))(c") (11(13L§(13)) 
             =  (  ((a  x  b  •  ,S)) `9a  •  b 
              + 1- )  2S(Ae,)-1  ("   (0(a  •,§(`'))1e)(') 
 2S 
 x2S(AM-1-  (13)(el(b  •  :§(13))10(13) 
            =  (((a  x  b  •  ))  -'9a  •  b  1-  )  ((a•,§))((b  •  ,§)). (A.3.6) 
                                                                 Q.E.D.)
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  List of matrix elements of quadratic spin operator differentiated with re-
spect  to and  4- 
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 Appendix B 
 Detailed  Calculation of  Effective 
Action 
B.1 Derivation of Eq. (4.2.3) 
The numerator in the logarithm of (4.2.2b) can be rewritten in two forms; 
         1  -+- e—x±z*(n)+z(n-1) 
                                        ±,e(n)±z(n) 
      =(1 + e—x±z*(r1)+7(n)) 1 +   
                                      1 + e—x±z*(n)H-z(n) 
 (e—(z(n)—z(n-1)) 1))(B.1. a  
                                                    ,-x+z*(n-1)±z(n-1)          (1+ e—x±z*(n—l)d-z(n-1)} (1 (e(z*(n)—z*(n-1))  1)) 
                         1 + e—x-Fz*(n-1)±z(n—I) 
 (B.1.1b) 
In order to perform the x integration, we pay attention to the following formula; 
 f   A  
 dxln (1+   A  )= Di (1 +   A   )Di (11+e+B             1 ± ex+B1  ±  ex+B  1  +  A 
                                                  -Aex+B 
                        + ln(1 + A) ln        1
+ ex+B (B.1.2) 
where Di(z) is the dilogarithm defined by [39] 
                                z In t              Di(z) :=f dt .(B.1.3) 
 1  -  t 
Thus, the integral in (4.2.2b) can be evaluated as 
I 
 EL/A (1 + e-x-I-z*(n)±z(n-1) ‘2
 f—L/A  (1  + e-X+Z*(n)+Z(n))(1+e-X±Z*(71-1)+Z(71-1))                       (1 + e—x±z. kn)±.-1))z     dx ln
  [Di1 +1 +Ae:±B&) Di(1 + i_f_eAs+Bc,  1+Aa 
a=1. L 
 ln(1+ In Acvex+Bc, 
 1 + ex+13'           ]L/A  —L/A 
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(B.1.4)
where 
 e-(z(n)-z(n-1)) - 1  =  e-(q(n)-q(Th-1))-°0(n)-Ø°(n-1)) - 1, (B.1.5a) 
         B1  -(z*  (n)  +  z(n))  =  -2q(n), (B.1.5b) 
               A2  ez*(n)-  z*  (n-1)  1  =  eq(n)-q(71-1)-i(ch(n"0(n-1)) -  1, (B.1.5c) 
           B2  (z*  (n - 1) + z(n - 1))  = -2q(n - 1). (B.1.5d) 
Since  L/A  >> 1, Eq. (B.1.4) may be simplified as 
 2 
 =  E  [_  {Di(1 + Aa) + Di  1.  (1 +2.L+  ln(1 + Act)(-A+  lnexp(-Ba))  a=1 
                                                          (B.1.6) 
Next, we use the dilogarithm identity 
               Di(A) + Di  (1 =  -  (ln  A)2 (B.1.7) 
 A  2 
to find 
  = [1(1'0 +  A„))2 + ln(1 +24„) +ln exp(- Ba)) 
 
         a=1 
  = —  [(q(n) q(n  1))2  R(Acbo(n)) + i {2(q(n) + q(n – 1)) +  2L/Al  /(A0o(n))1 
 (B.1.8) 
where 
 ACbo(n)  00(n)  -  00(n - 1), (B.1.9a) 
 R(0)  := -  (lnexp(-i0))2(B.1.9b) 
 I(0):=In exp( -0)1-1:7; < 71. (B.1.9c) 
 R(0) and  /(0), which are  27r-periodic functions, can be cast into the form (4.2.2b). This 
periodicity follows from (4.2.4), which originates from the overlap between spin-coherent 
states: 
 (n)  (TI - 1)) 
           COS 
            2 0 i(n)COS2  0  j(n  - 1)+ e_i(0.(n)_0.(n_i))si•n2 0j(n)                                              sin2oi(n  - 1))2S -=( 
  2 2 2 2 ) 
 (B.1.10) 
whose real and imaginary parts are even and odd periodic, respectively. The discontinuity 
or non-smoothness are the consequence of the spatial continuum approximation.
B.2 Orthonormality and Completeness 
From (4.2.8) and (4.2.19), we obtain 
 00(x; z(n)) =2a —Ae-i+z(n) 
 Ok(1,  {Z}D  2e-i+z(n)  COSh  F,:cok(A4). 




Eq.  (3.2.11a) can be checked as 
         f  L  /2  dx  IN  (x;  z*  (n))00(x;  z(n))  a  f" dx  1 
            J-LI2 a  (1  +  e-2i7,1)2  2A  j  _L/2  a  cosh2  "XI.,1 
                                 11.°Ddx 1= 1, (B.2.2) 
                                            2_„„cosh2x 
where  '-' means that we have replaced  L/A by infinity in view of  L/A  >> 1. 
  Eq.  (3.2.11b) can be checked that 
      fL/2 dx 1,4 (x; z* (n))0k(x; {z}n)\I aIL/2 dx 1  _k(,o(A-±,I)     L 
 L/2 a (1 + e-2i;1)22A LL /2  a  cosh x,',/, 
                                 '-,f°°—dx(p''0`(x)(p k (s) = 0. (B.2.3) 
                                                   a Eq.  (3.2.11c) can be checked that 
   1112 dx '14(x; ferz)Ole(x; {z}n)L/2dx e-2±-q.cosh4, 
                                                     c 
               n 4=o7: .(Arn)cok,(Ae)                                           (1 
+ e_2i02.v.,,n,..71,   J-L/2 a  (1  + e-2"7f)2_L/2 a 
                    i' dx                                       —Co*k(4                                      a,,n)(Pki (4) = 6k,k/ - (B.2.4) 
Eq.  (3.2.11d) can be checked that 
 (1  +  e-2x)-2 00(X'; z(71))0O(x;  z*  (n)) +E'ok(XI;  {Z}  ini,Wk‘  (X;  {z}in) 
[k 
 a   1  +  E49k(A4n.)49*k(Aini) 
           2A cosh2-41, k 
       = EC°kW71/71)(Pk(AiTnt) 
     k                       
1  X —  X      = Ecok(x')4(x) , 6( a). (B.2.5) 
 k B.3 Detailed Calculation of Eq. (4.2.20a) 
First, we pay attention to the canonical term of  Sc_e[z*  ,  z,  ri*  ,ri]: 
i
   Ks:-e[z* , z,77* ,ri] 
              N/d
x  i6Sc[e* , e] i  8Sc[e* , e]  
                                n6e(n(x, n - 1;{z}n_l) 
    Th_i_L/2 a h 4*(x , Thx,n - 1)                    O s *(x'  n;ter)  + 
                                      (B.3.1) 
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The first term of (B.3.1) on the right-hand side can be computed as 
 EATL12  dx  i (x ,n; fz 
             (5,Scte*, e]
          ah4*(x,n)ri**}71.) 
 7,1 J-- L12 
             N-I-Fx(n)--1-1-zen-1)          t L/2 threA - eA   =2S E Erii:(n)f„ -e,i+z+(') cosh4,( .(Aicr)                      -LI2a(1I-e-27,1)(1ie-2in-1) 
         n=i  k 
     N   IL/2)  1  _ e-Az(n) 
 1 
 = -2Sri*(m)`"dx                                                 z(n)pr.(n)
+ e.4 ....(,0.(n)Azw                 aLi2A{ex*            n=1k 
   X (10* (X  z*  (n)  +  z(n)) 11
N 
  =  -2S  E  >2'  ck(Az(n))74(n), (B.3.2a) 
 71=1  k 
where 
                                     (x),                 k(s) :,=jr/2Aclxsinh1
          C 
              2(B .3.2b)                       a -L/2A cosh (x + i)cok 
and we have neglected  (z*  (T) +  z(n,))  12 in comparison with  L/ because  Lfit  >> 1. In the 
same manner, the second term of (B.3.1) can be computed as 
 N/d X i  8Sc[C,]                        rgx, n - 1; {z}T,:1) 
   n=1-L/2Uh15 e(S , n -1) s 
. 
      N  L/2d
xc-i+z*(n)_e-i-i-e(n-1)x   -----28EEnk(n  - 1) - e-A-fz("-  1) cosh-thn"I4p1,*,(Ai,?in1) 
 n=1 k  -LI2 a (1 ± e-2i,„_,)(1± e-2xr,,a-1) 
    NA f L/2.X 1- e-Az-(n) 
           1
 =2S,k(n-1)-dx   
                                                                „ 
                                                             ,z- (r,— 1)4-'''z—1)T-I-'m(n)-1-z(n-1' Az*(n) 
 n=1  k aL/2Ae-2 +2 
     (z*  (T)  +z(n  - 1)  x (pk.x) }1 
2
 N I 
 =  2SE  E' - 1).  (B.3.3 
 7i=i  k 
  Next, we pay attention to the dynamical term of  Se_e[z*,  z,  7.1*  ,  77]: 
i
    S(teiz* ,z , 71* , 111 
      NL/2          dx[i SiSd[C , i . i  6.51C4  
            ah6,e'(x,Tosr!(x, n;fz}nn- 1) +77(x ,n- 1;14,71_1)   n=1/2 h  g(x  ,  n -  1)  s 
                                                          (B.3.4)
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           Tk(S) := 
                a V
 'kW := 
In the same manner, the first  t 
 N/ dx  26Sd[C , 
       LL/2a h4*(x,n) 
        n=1 
   = —i2SC2 E E Erik(n 
            n=1k 
      x2e-i±z(71-1)COShFin _iCG 
   =EETk(A 
            n=1k 
B.3.1Calculationof 
We arrange  Ik(s) as follows: 
 Ik(s) =
The second term of (B.3.4) on the right-hand side can be computed as 
     NfL/2 dx i Sd[* ,                               —(xn1; {z},in1) 
         n=1 
       LL/2ah6(x,n1)s 
                                  L12 dx (1e-,-F2z*(n))(e-l+z*(n)e--:1-1-z(n-1)) 
   =E e E  rik(n  — 1)  IL/2 a (1 + e-2:1    n=1 k-1)3 
 x  2e-i±z(n-')  cosh en-1(Pk(A±n-i) 
 N 
    =  —i2SC2  E  E  ETk(3,,z(n))77k(n — 1), (B.3.5a) 
 m=1 k 
where 
      s):=—A  I  a   /1\Ik(s),(B.3.5b)
EEE'71k(n—1)
                                 41 
                   1-112 a        
e-i±z(n-1)cos ok(A„n _i) 
—i2SC2EcTk(Az(n))71k*(n)- 
       
  Calculationof 4 (8)
  L(1  +k2))'   Ik(s(B.3.5b) 
 f
 '2A sinh (x — i)  cosh  1 
       dx  2  (  ik  +  tanh  X)eikx.  (B.3.5c) 
 /2A  COSh2 x 
efir t erm of (B.3.4) on the right-hand side can be computed as 
i 
4*( , 71(x,  n; tzlnii_i) 
 s v-",'i     '




cosh 2—S2(cosh—S2              + ik inh—S 
+  (—ik cosh —S— sinh2—S) 12 
  2k 
too eikx    dx  cosh  x' 
f1    dxeikx sinh x  cosh2  x ' 
:   
 ro  eikx 
iocidx  cosh3  x.
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(1 +  e-2;1„.1  )3
) 
       s — cosh
2—/,3 







By means of integration by parts, 
                              eiks         11, = I dx  cosh  x 
                1  f  " d
xeikx sinh x1  ,2 
 ik  j_„„  cosh2  x ik  k 
                                       00            - -k2fdxeikx[ 12= --1al - 2n). (B.3.8)                       cosh x cosh3k2x'k 
Thus,  I and  I are reduced to  ./.!: 
 I  = ikI', 1b3=1-(1 + k2)/kl. (B.3.9)                                         ,.. 2
Accordingly, the calculation of  Ik(s) is reduced to that of  I. 
              1 s ) 2 , 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • 
               ik (s) =-2(1  +  k2)2k(cosh- (B.3.10) 
B.3.2 Calculation of /1, 
In order to calculate  ./1, we consider the following complex integral: 
                      ieikx                    ilc,c±:= c,dzcosh z'(B.3.11) 
where the contour  C± is depicted in Fig. B.1. Hence, when  k  > 0, we take the contour 
 C±; 
 eiks  iilec+ =0 =./!--f-idz  (B.3.12) 
                                                                                              . 
                                     ci cosh  z 
Thus, 
                          eikx  I -idz  
               ci  cosh  z 
                        eikx     =idz  
               _c1  cosh  z 
 co eikz 1 7/          = 271i E Res cosh z, za+:= i(2n - 1)-2' n = 1,  2,  •  •• , oo,           i
          n=1 z=z;,1-  co [ eikz         = 27ri E(-0(-1)n-1Res   
                                   z- z+ 
 n=1n  z=z,t 
 ao 
          = 27rek7112  >(_i)n-1e-nkm 
 n=1 
   = R-sech—k7.  (B.3.13) 
2
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  When k  <  0, taking the contour C_, we can calculate  I/! 
                               I%<0=—7rsech—k7r. 
 2 On the other hand, when k = 0, 
                  /01 —ji:dx  cosh  x 
                              1 
                   = 2  [arctan  exp(x)r 
                                  =  7r . 
Accordingly, 
                Ik(s) =—2(1 + k2)sech—or(cosh—s)2.                                7r 
              22 
 IZ 
          ::
                                                            z-co 
 A 
 C+  x  4.
 n the same manner: 




J zzi zt 
Figure B.1:
 C
                      Contours of  C± and  C_. 
B.4 Detailed Calculation of Faddeev-Popov Determi-
     nant 
We  calculate the Faddeev-Popov determinant. 
        Afcs-Fge-F,riazIn 
        0.91({z};',")  agO[41  ({z}I)  agfol  ({z},ni)  ago*[el  ({z};:)  
 z(n)  z*  (n) z* (n)  z(n) 
                                                                                  S=SS+714*-es -07* 
 (B.4.la) 
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where 
 Ogiol({z}.;_lt) f LI2 dx  1  [  ae(x;  z(n)) **
 0(x;z(n))  Oz(n)j_L/2 a  (1  + e-24)2  Oz(n)0 
 e-2i,n,     —2Wx, n) —  s(x;  z)n)}14  (x; z* (n)) _(B.4.1b) 
                                     1 + e-241 
   a gri ({zln)  =  (agO1({z}71))* (B.4.1c) 
     a z* (n)  az(n)' 
   pg°*[*azi((fnz;11711)il::2d              2ax 1   (  +e__24 )2[fr (x; z*s                                (n))(x; z*(n))}0000(xz('-z(n))  
                                                       en                                                                  —2-in    —2{e(x, n) — s( ; z)n)}14(x, z* (n))1 + e-2 _4:'1 (B.4.ld) 
 * 
 ag[oc({z}n  (a.g10'1({z}n B.4.1e 
 a  z*  (n)  a  z*  (n)(). 
  We substitute (3.2.5) into the above. Then the first term on the right-hand side of 
 (B.4.1b) is 
 j2a  11'12  dx 1_±-n= . I2aL/2                       271dxsech2(x Z* (n) +Z(71)) 
  VAj_L12 a (1 + e-2i,1)2e A_L/2 a2 
                        _ 1  /2aA[tanh(x  z*  (n) + z(n)11L/2—>c'° 
                       4VA a[ A 2 ) .] —L—oo 
                 1
\/  2A  2a 
 NDA/v 
.                                                           (B.4.2) 
 2 The second term on the right-hand side of  (B.4.1b) is 
            —2iL/2 dx  e-2 
               L/2a(1 + e-2±-;I)3  Erik(n)Ok(x; fzE)1Pgx;  z*  (n)) 
                                                                                   —Llin 
 = —2,2a_\--,frik(n)fL/2 dx e-  C°k(±71)  V A --,J -L/2 a(1 + e-24)3 COSh X771/' 
                         k 
            1/2a  Afl,12A e—x            .-—74arik (n)Idx 3(pk(X) 
                   k —L/2Acoshx 
:
                              2WLAA           _,kr/k(n), (B.4.3) 
 k where 
                1c.°e s  Ak := —2—ldxcok(x). (B.4.4) 
                                     _,,,„cosh3x 
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Accordingly, 
 Ograz1;i1) .iNow  (1 E  Akrik(n))  • (B.4.5a) 
 az(n) 2 
                                 C=Cs+71 
         agloo({z}:)g[0
.9C1(({z)}   z(n)                  e*=e8+714=Cs +71)* 
                     2w (1  +  007(n))                                                       (B.4.5b) 
The first term on the right-hand side of  (B.4.1d) vanishes because of  000/az  0(  0, hence, 
 No1-1(141)   —Ak 
                          2_,inc(n).(B.4.5c)                 a z(n) 
 c*---s+71* k 
In the same manner, 
 ag[ol  *Pin                        = E A*kwk(n). (B.4.5d) 
 z*  (n) 
 e=c+n k 
Accordingly, we obtain the Faddeev-Popov type determinant as 
         Ar+n,e+q*}({z}n 
 ag[oes+q]({z}n  ago*r+VI({z}71)  ag[oe+711({z}n) agor+-711({z}7,) 
 az(n)  az*  (n)  az*  (n) az(n) 
       NDW  {1  E'(Aork:(7-1)+  Okrlk(n))} (B.4.6) 
          2
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Appendix C 
Calculation of Fluctuation Integral 
 C.1 General Formula 
In general, we can express the action  S,  [z*, z] in the following form: 
   i— Sc[z*  ,z] 




where  fl(z*(n),  z(n — 1)) is the relevant Hamiltonian, which is a function of  z*  (n) and 
 z(n  — 1). Putting (5.1.19a) into the above and considering  (5.1.19b), we obtain the action 
for the fluctuation as 
 —i  8,2(N  —  1) 
  := iNDw S 1\1 {- A(n*2                )(((n))± B(n)(((n))2 + 2C(n)(*(n)((n) +  2  b  (n)(*  (n)((n  —  1) 
     2 
 n=1 
                                                                     (C.1.2 
where 
           A(n) = EA(n), A(n) := 1 02 7-1(z*(n),z(n — 1)) (C  .1  .3a)                               h 0 
z*(n)0 z* (n) s' 
 1 021-0z*(n + 1),z(n))   B(
n) = €. I3(n),  B  (n)  :=(C.1.3b)                              h 0
z(n)a  z(n) s' 
     C(n) = —i,  (C  .1.3c) 
 D(n) = i —  ED  (n)  , D(n) :=1 0270z* (n), z(n —  1))                                   h 0 
z*(n)a z(n — 1) s.(C.1.3d) 
This can be expressed in the matrix form: 
                 iDWS               —
hSe2(N — 1) =iN2tCM(N — 1X, (C.1.4) 
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where
 t  c 
 M  (N  --  1) :=
 ((-*(N —  1),  ((N —  1),  (*(N  —  2),  -  ..
 A(N  -  1) 
 C(N  -  1) 
  0
 C(N  -  1) 
 B(N  -1) 
 D(N  -  1)
  0 
 D(N  -  1) 
 A(N  --  2)









                                                      (C.1.5b) 
  The fluctuation integral can be cast into the form 
 N-1 
                       [ .K2(T) = limIHNE,w Sd((n)(1CP(n)expzNDWSt        N—oo27ri 2CM(N—  1)(1  n=1 
          =  lirn [(-1)N-ldet(iM(N — 1))] -1/2 
                          1^1-4co 
       = lim [det  M(N —  1)]-112  . (C.1.6) 
              No 
The above determinant can be evaluates as follows. Let 
                     A(n) —i 0 
 M(n) :=  det  M(n)  _—i  B  (n)  D(n)                            0 D( ) A(n —1).(C.1.7)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   .
.
. 
This can be expanded in terms of the cofactor as 
 M(n) =  A(n)  M'  (n) +  M(n — 1), (C.1.8) 
where 
 B  (n)  D(n) 0 
                      D (n) A(n — 1) —i
          0 (n) := 0 —i  B  (n  — 1) • (C.1.9) 
 M'(n) can in turn be expanded as 
 M'(n)  =  B (n)  M  (n — 1) —  D2  (n)M'  (n —  1)  . (C.1.10) 
The recursion relations (C.1.8) and (C.1.10) should be solved with the initial condition 
                M(0) = 1,  ilr(0) = 0. (C.1.11) 
Eq (C.1.8) and (C.1.10)  can be rewritten, up to 0(f), as 
 M(n) —  M(n — 1) =  €24(n)  111'  (n)  , (C.1.12a) 
 M'(n) —  M'(n — 1) =  6.13(n)  M  (n — 1) —  2i€D(n)Mi  (n — 1). (C.1.12b) 
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Since the right-hand side is  OW, we can go over to the continuous time, thereby reducing 
the above difference equations to a set of coupled first order differential equations: 
              dM(t)  A(t)M'(t)
,                                                         (C.1.13a) 
 dt 
 dM" = B(t)M(t) —  2iD(t)M`  (t), (C.1.13b) 
 dt 
 M(0) = 1,  M'(0)  = 0. (C.1.13c) 
Given a solution M(t), the fluctuation integral is expressed as 
 1C2(T) = lim  {M(N —  1)}-112 
     j\ 
                = {M(T)}-1/2 .  (C.1.14) 
C.2 Case of  Free Domain Wall 
In the case of the free domain wall,  (C.1.3) reduces to 
            A(n) =  (C.2.1a) 
 B(n) =  €C20,  (C.2.lb) 
            C(n) =  (C.2.lc) 
 b(n) =  i -  ER,„  (C.2.ld) 
where  Ro  t2 cos  20. Hence (C.1.13) reduces to 
                  dM(t)  sl
om,(t),                                                          (C.2.2a) dt 
                          t')                    dM1(  
                     dts= 1s24, {M(t) + 204-1(t)} . (C.2.2b) 
This gives 
              M(t) = (1  —  iRot)ed16f  , =  Rotel-16f  . (C.2.3) 
Accordingly, the fluctuation integral is found as 
 1C2 (T) =   (C.2.4) 
                                — C.3 Case of Pinned Domain Wall 
In the case of the pinned domain wall, (C.1.3) reduces to 
                   A(n) = —E  (S2 — 13C2,  (C.3.1a) 
 B(n) = -E 2129 (C.3.lb) 
 C(n) =  (C.3.lc) 
 D(n) =  i -  E  SZ + .  (C.3.ld) 
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Hence (C.1.13) is 
            dM(t)  _  9  (1 ,(3)  m,(t),      dt  2) 
 dMi  (t)               dt = Q (1-13-2)M(t)  +  2iC2 (1  + (t). 
 2 This gives 
           M(t) =  cii2(14-4)t  cos wti (1  +  ,  .1,(3  2 
           AT (t) = 1 + ,\73e-iN1+4)t sin wt.  ,\73 
Accordingly, the fluctuation integral is found 
 112    lq(T) =Cin(l+OT(cos12/31T i  (1  +19-)sin.\/.3C2T)  -1273  2 
CA Case of Free Domain Wall under  Enviro: 
In this case, (C.1.3) are given by (6.2.13). Hence (C.1.13) reduces to 
                dM(t)                       =  WOO  (t), 
                    dt 
 dM'(t)                       = -C2(t)IM(t) + 2iM'(t)} , 
                    dt 
where 
 C2(t)  C2{cos  0 -  2ia(I)(0)SF(t)}. 
This gives 
                                            t 
              M(t) =  (1 -ifda2(e))ei.-g `it' c2('') 
o
                                                t               MV) =ei .g dt/c2('') fdeQ(e). 
                                          o Accordingly, the fluctuation integral is found as 
















Reduction of Degrees of Freedom 
D.1 Integration over Environmental Degrees of Free-
    dom 
We perform the following integration. 
   N -1. 
        facliik(n)c174(n)    E[z* ,.z]:-=exp( {Sefri*,77] + sc_e[z*, z,it,Tij1).(D.1.1)      ri               27ri h,          i 
 n=1  k 
 The action can be expressed in the matrix form as 
 i  {se  [7]*,  771+ sc_e  [z*,  z, n*,  Ti] 
 h 
 N   = —2S  E  E1 [riZ(n)rik(n) —  (1  —  2el2k)i);:(n)77k(n —  1)J  k(n) 11,(n) —  JI:(n)iik(n)1 
 n=1  k 
   =  —2S  E  Hizmok +  tirk.  I   -troid, (D.1.2) 
 k where
 t  irk  :=  (  14(1)















 1]k  (1) 
 ilk(2) 
 T/k(N  - 1)








We can change integration variables  {rrk,  n  k} independently as 
              C.Il                                     '*t,,,,,'* t7*ur-1                         il
k —k —'k'k 
 n'k =  n+mk1.1k. 
Thus, the Gaussian integration can be performed as 
                     N-1   E[z*z]= f H fr driki(n)drik*(n) exp—2SE(tilik*Mkni+t 
            , 
                                                             k                       27ii 
    n=1 k k 
         (f         =(det Mkriexp—2SEtrk mklJk . 
 k Because  Mk is the triangular matrix, 
 det  Mk = 1. 
The inverse matrix of Mk can be evaluated as 
                       1                 m---' —
T                       k                                         _ILk -I- _Ilk 








 -2S E,tJ*kMk1 
k
 0  0 
Ak • . 
0 . • 
 0  • •
   1 
 e—i2d2k • 
 e—i(N . , 
 j  k  =  —2S  E
   { 0 
1
 0 Ak 
 D  " 
•    
• 
     e—i2cs-2k 
•
 E  Om,iJ 
 ra,1=1 
 M  >  1 
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